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Crossing Over 
It was a shatteringmoment not 
unlike many others in her life. The 
dog retched and shook. His gums, she 
knew, were dry and grayish, his pain 
and trembling making him impos-
sible to hold. She took his ear between 
her forefinger and thumb, rubbing its 
warm paper-thinness between them. 
The black nails of his front paw, sharp 
and beginning to curl from lack of 
trimming, were less gnarled and twisted 
than her own arthritic fingers. 
He stiffened, then fell to his left side, 
haunch first, curling himself around 
her hand and wrist The pink line of 
his tongue showed past his muzzle in 
a cartoonish way, and she poked at his 
mouth, hoping he'd retract it reflexively. 
He opened his mouth wide at her 
touch, the parody of a puppy's yawn, 
then licked her hand. His panting 
slowed. 
Suddenly his eyeslookedaway, 
into an ocean she knew was before her 
but could not see. The thrumming of 
his heart against the back of her hand 
was still, and his warm tiny belly fell 
away from her wrist She knew he was 
dead, and withdrew her hand to reach 
for the dishtowel beside her to cover
him. Her throat tightened, and a sob 
climbed from her chest for the first time 
in twenty years. 
The tiny dog had been her 
youngest son's idea, a whimsical stab at 
companionship for her though she was 
rarely alone, visited each day by local 
proselytizers, busybodies, friends and 
cousins of indeterminate relation, all 
calling her Aunt Ruby. She had broken 
her hip in the confines of her three 
hundred square foot apartment months 
ago, but the dog moved in anyway, its 
superlluous tether crossing her living 
room like a tripwire. 
He had chewed holes in her two 
newest dresses and had eaten the 
wrapping paper of a baby gift. She'd 
hollered at him, ' 'Don't you dare!" and 
saw the threat in his eyesof total rebel-
lion. Instead, he'd curled up on the floor 
beneath her rocking chair as she listened 
to her visitors yammer away about 
canning tomatoes and the Kingdom of 
Heaven. He cried and barkedrelent-
lessly when she left the apartment in 
community vans bound for the church
and senior center. The cheap walls of 
the complex couldn't mu.file a silent 
doubt about the dog's future, but his 
devotion to her could not be dulled by 
sleep or chew toys while she was away. 
ow she swaddled the dog in 
the dishtowel, wrapping and tucking 
the cloth tightly as she had watched 
midwivesdo around two stillborn 
babies forty-five and forty-six years 
ago. She hadn't cried much tl1en, out 
of tiredness, and she stopped herself 
now. When the swaddle was secure, 
her hands aching, she realizedthere 
was no grave for him. She wasn't strong 
enough to dig one herself 
She was set adrift by this realiza-
tion. Her mind flashed images behind 
her eyes of the creek, the cemetery
beyond it, and the complex's dump-
all of them making her stomach 
rise on a tide of sorrowand bile. She 
thought briefly of her father, lying in 
bed after a copperhead bite at church, 
the blaclmess of his arm and the sweat 
beaded on his brow. But he had been 
touched and healed, while her little dog 
grew colder beneath the knobby fabric 
of the towel. She sighed and shifted the 
bundle to the crook of her left arm and 
grabbed for her walking stick where it 
rested against the picture shelf One im-
age had frozen in the reel of her mind's 
eye, and she resigned herself to it 
She walked with the cane and the 
bundle down the broken sidewalk that 
passed in frontof all her neighbors' 
small apartments and snaked to the 
back entrance of the discount grocery, 
but she turned off the sidewalk where 
it branched into a dirt path. The path, 
worn by grandchildren, led into a stand 
of trees that had grown up to shade the 
creek bed. Months ago the boy scout 
troop from town had lined the creek 
with heavy rough-cut gravel stones 
to reinforce its boundaries before the 
spring rains. ow, in the fall, the creek 
ran obediently, five stones below the top 
of the wall. 
As children, she and her brother 
had played in a creek like this one, 
though cleaner and wider. He had 
loveddogs too, as foolishly as she. He 
said that just once a year, on midsum-
mer's eve, your animals could speak to 
you, if you paid attention. He said dogs 
had their own stories to tell, but we'd 
never know them for sure. 
The swaddled dead creature in her 
arms now would hardly have counted 
in R L 's eyes as a dog, but if he were 
here, he'd have buried him for her, out 
of the care and protection that is the 
province of all older brothers. 
R. L. travelled the byways of child
hoocl with a German shepherd named 
Frank, who had stopped her falling off 
the porch one day by catching her ankle 
in his teeth. 
R . L. loved to say, "Ruby, two 
things in this world we'll always want to 
know is dogs and ghosts. Two things in 
this world we'll always be waiting on to 
raise up their heads, and speak to us." 
She began the struggleto sit down 
on the creek's edge, frustratedly levering 
her walking stick against the deep roots 
on the opposite bank as a counterbal-
ance. This process of purposefulsink-
ing took several minutes, and the dog's 
four pounds grew heavier on her arm
When she was on the ground, she real-
ized the stones were past arm's length 
and had to scoot across the mossy dirt, 
ruining the back of her housedress. She 
bent her legs at the knee and laid the 
dog on the flat ground above the bank. 
The shape of the bundle on the 
ground was nearly a perfect oval, the 
way the swaddled Christ child had ap-
peared in her children's Bible, white and 
solitary, surrounded by humble earth
though no face peered out between 
folds of the dishtowel. The thought of 
this made her eyes well again. With her 
left hand, she reached down to the stone 
wall of the creek bed for a stone, but 
found she would have to pull each of 
them up with both hands. She mused 
on the time, at least five hours until dark, 
and grasped a medium-sized stone witl1 
both hands to drag it to the flat ground 
above the creek. 
Within an how; the circle of 
stones dwarfed the bundle of dishtowel 
and dog, but looked honorable. She 
dreaded piling stones on top of tl1e 
dog's miniature body, shuddering at the 
weight of them on his hummingbird 
bones, and stretched out to reach tl1e 
smallest she could find. The smaller 
tones she could hold in one hand, 
tl1ough she was unable to curl her fin-
gers tightly around them, and dropped 
each one several times before she could 
place it in the pile. 
When she had finished, the tone 
mound looked like something she had 
seen in an Indian story once. She felt 
proud of it and knew it was holy, despite 
its strangeness. In the dimming light, 
the mound seemed larger than she had 
expected, and she knew none of the 
grandchildren who played here in the 
summers would come to the creek now, 
witl1 school in session. She thought 
briefly of flowers, but the first frost had 
already come and gone. She lacked tl1e 
strength to stand for a while, and leaned 
slowly toward an oak whose roots 
curved into a seatback on the ground 
near the stones. 
In tl1e distance she could hear the 
barking of a dog and a child who egged 
it on witl1 a delighted laugh. As she 
closed her eyes and leaned against the 
rough coolness of the oak, she saw R L 
on the opposite bank, his big German 
shepherd staring at him with a quizzical 
head-tilt and a wagging tail. She would 
wait until dark, when she knew they 
would raise up their heads, and speak. 
second place artwork Starting Resist- charcoal Nicole Osborne 
----
-
frist place poetry I Brian Bowman
T Orcadian 
Sometimes, I haveto tiptoe in the morning 
because it's earlier than you expected to wake. 
I'vebeen disturbed--
maybe the dawn light or maybe a muscle cramp, 
I can't remember. 
It all just blends right into my dream about
driving the car from the Appalachians to the Pacific. 
But whisking that nonsense from my head, 
I just set the coffee maker and hop into the shower 
and wait for you to wake when the alarm rings, 
so that we can start our day, working to lose ourselves
in the routine of it all. 
third Place artwork Lines in Space lA- mixed media - Reese Chamness
I woke up early in the morning and 
ate a piece of bread that I bought earlier 
that week in the night market The sun 
was still low in the sky, but its rays man-
aged to warm my skin as I made my 
way toward the trotro station in 1.egon. 
I bought some water from a woman 
there and crossed the busy street so 
that I could get on a trotroheaded for 
Adenta. The brightly colored vans 
hurriedly weaved into the tation, the 
mates calling out their destinations in 
chaotic repetitions complimented with 
hand gestures. 
yelled a trotro mate, the man who collects 
all the passengers' money. I motioned 
to the mate, and he climbed out, sliding 
back the heavy van door like it weighed 
almost nothing Once I was seated, 
the van lurched ahead and bounced 
through countless potholes filled with 
rain water tl1e previous night's torm 
had left behind. 
said the mate. I 
looked up and handed him 40 
"SDA junction," I said as I 
dropped the coins into his work-
leatheredhands. 
Half an hour later, I stepped off 
the trotroand made the mile-long trek to 
the Peace and Love Orphanage, where 
I had been volunteering for the last 
couple of months. Two-year-old Grace 
waddled up to me as soon as I opened 
the large green gate at the entrance to 
the orphanage. I picked up the beautiful 
little girl and kissed her soft, chubby 
cheeks as she smiled from ear-to-ear. 
Bertha, the orphanage nurse, was wait-
ing for me by the door. 
are you ready to go?" I asked her. 
She nodded and smiled with her 
eyes and her mouth. Her eyes had a 
twinkle in them, a mischievous look 
that always made me wonder what she 
was up to. The newborn, Blessing, was 
already wrapped in a blanket, nestled 
safely in Bertha's arms, ready to go to 
the hospital. We left the orphanage 
and began walking down the dusty, 
dirt road to the main street so that we 
could get a trotro into Accra Bertha 
motioned for me to hold Blessing, and 
I readily agreed I fell in lovewith the
baby boy from the moment I first saw 
him He had been born in a market
in Accra two weeks prior to this day, 
and his mother had abandoned him
The police station brought him to the 
orphanage, and we were all very excited 
about the new addition. Bertha placed 
the baby in my aremsand laughed as I 
awkwardly carried him
''You practice," she said with that 
ever-present twinkle in her eye. ''You 
practice so you can take Blessing to 
'Merica" 
Then she laughed. It was one of 
those obnoxious laughs that shook her 
entire frame. I laughed along with her
but I secretly wished that I could bring 
him home with me. I imagined having 
both a backpack and a diaper bag, and 
I thought "/ cando this But I knew that 
I couldn't 
''Blessing Foli said Bertha before 
bursting into uproarious laughter again. 
I was surprised that she got my last 
name right since she always referred to 
me as ' ikki," the name of a Brit-
ish volunteer who had left the month 
before. 
We finally made it to the Korie Bu 
hospital in Accra and walked up to the 
registration desk where we were handed 
paperwork to fill out on Blessing's 
behalf
"Christian or Muslim?" the man 
behind the desk asked me. 
"Can't he decide for himself?'' I said. 
"Christian or Muslim?" he repeated. 
The papers say Christian, right 
next to his made-up name, Blessing 
Omaboe. Grace Omaboe, a local 
television personality, is the owner of 
the orphanage. It is for this reason that 
newborn babies are always given the 
last name, Omaboe. Madame Sala, the 
head madam at the orphanage, gave 
Blessing his first name. The man behind 
the desk looked over the paperwork we 
filled out and then smiled at me. 
''I will get your number from this 
and call you," he said. 
' o, I don't think so," I replied. 
"Oh, but I will call you," he said. 
''You are nice." 
The next three hours were spent 
in waiting I patiently sat on a hard 
wooden bench next to Bertha as she 
cradled Blessing in her arms. Women 
gathered around from time to time to 
admire the beautiful baby, and she just 
smiled as if he were her own. 
''I don't like this place," said Bertha, 
who never lost her smile, even when 
talking about unpleasant things. 
"My daughter had her babies 
here-twins, but she has only one 
no ey took one," she said. 
These words shocked me. I didn't know 
whether or not I should take her seri-
ously. I still don't I've thought about this 
often and haven't come to any distinct 
conclusion; however I have wondered 
if perhaps one of these babies were 
stillborn and removed from the room 
immediately. 
'They took my grandchild," 
repeated Bertha, shaking her head in 
disbelief: 
By the time we were called into 
another room, I had grown very 
tired and impatient The doctor; who 
showed all the signs of Western training, 
inspected Blessing as I told her why we 
brought him in. Blessing appeared to 
be underweight and could not keep 
any food down. He also had jaundice 
that had not been treated. The doctor 
ushered us into another room in the 
maternity ward. This room, which 
lacked a much-needed cross-breeze, 
was filled with beds and incubators. 
Mothers, dripping in sweat, nursed 
babies unabashedly as doctors and 
nurses milled around the room. A sheet 
of notebook paper that was taped to 
the wall read: tomeof collection of 
all dead bodies must be recorded in the 
death book." I felt the room spinning 
as I gradually grew more and more 
nervous A doctor called us into another 
room, where three or four babies were 
sleeping on a single hospital bed. He 
picked up Blessing and nonchalantly 
drew a blood sample from his tiny fist as 
he screamed into the stagnant air. I was 
then handed the screaming infant and 
instructed to go wait in another room so 
that a bed could be prepared for Bless-
ing He would be staying the night 
A nurse informed Bertha that we 
would need to purchase all of the things 
Blessing would need, such as diapers 
and formula. eeding a break from the 
stuffy hospital, I wandered outside into 
the busy market 
''I'm looking for diapers," I said, 
with more of a Ghanaian accent than 
that of a woman from East Tennessee. 
The shop owner looked perplexed. 
pampers I said this time. 
She still looked confused 
''Pamp-ahs, for babies," I said. 
At this, the shop girl nodded as 
she searched through her things. She 
handed me a bag of diapers, a little 
too big for a newborn, but they would 
have to do. I moved on to the next shop 
and found some Lactogen formula a 
little faster than I would have liked I 
enjoyed the break from being inside 
the crowded hospital and found myself 
wandering through the market,just 
lingering a little longer. 
I paused beneath the shade of a 
shop and smelled the fried yams and 
fish cooking on the fire. ''Puuuure wat-
ah," a street vender yelled while strutting 
down the busy street Her eyes scanned 
the crowded market from left-to-right as 
she skillfully balanced a large basket on 
her head. 
''PSS5.5S&5t," I hissed, without even 
realizing how much of the culture I had 
adopted. She strutted toward me in that 
pigeon-like way and pulled a bag of 
water out of her basket I handed her 
five pesewas and smiled at her as I tore 
open tl1e comer of the sachet with my 
teeth. 
she said while giggling 
She couldn't be any older than 
twelve, a fact that never ceased to 
disturb me. My roommate, a born 
and raised Ghanaian, had been doing 
a project on these child workers. Cas-
sandra explained that many of these 
children (sometimes as young as three 
and four years old) came from fanlilies 
who were too poor to take care of 
them. The parents of these children 
then allow their kids to work for venders 
in ex.change for the housing and feeding 
of their child. It is sadly probable that 
the five pesewas I handed that little 
girl did not go in her pocket, but in the 
pocket of her guardian. Child labor is 
simply a part of life in Ghana, and it has 
been this way for many years. Madame 
Sala seemed fine with the concept 
and explained that she worked in her 
motl1er's shop as a child in ex.change for 
her schooling Sadly, however, many of 
these children do not go to school. 
''Ms. Foli I heard someone yelling 
from across the street It was the man at 
the registration desk, and he was waving 
atme. 
"I will call you," he said, laughing 
I rolled my eyes and muttered under 
my breath. At least he didn't propose 
to me like the man in the post office the 
day before. 
I made my way toward the hospital 
again, knowing that Blessing would 
need some milk soon. The court-
yard was filled with people, mostlyin 
traditional dress, sitting everywhere on 
the concrete ground. They looked at 
me curiously as I walked in, holding a 
bag of diapers and a large tin can of 
formula 
We choseto go to the Korie Bu 
hospital because they had a special unit 
for children, while the hospital in Legon 
did not At Korie Bu, I was the only 
white person there, a slightly daunting 
fact Bertha carried on many animated 
conversations in Twi with the doctors 
and nurses. Many times, they would all 
turn toward me and burst into laughter. 
rm certain it was mostlyin regard to 
my awkwardness in holding and feed-
ing Blessing, but sometimes I wondered. 
One thing I observed was that 
Ghanaian women,just like women any-
where, are very concerned with their 
children. This concern often branches 
out into tl1e concern of children they 
have never even seen before. At one 
point, Bertha and I were walking down 
the street with Blessing We had his head 
uncovered to help treat his jaundice 
witl1 the intense sunlight Many women 
stopped us on the street and told us that 
his head should be covered because he 
was so young Bertha looked at me and 
whispered that they needed to mind 
their own business. Instead of being 
rude to these women, however, Bertha 
thanked them kindly and kept on walk-
ing, momentarily covering his head to 
appease them. 
By the time I made it back to the 
children's unit, Blessing had been given 
a bed. This bed resembled a shopping 
cart more than anything, but the sleep-
ing baby did not know the difference. 
Bertha sat in a chair next to the bassinet, 
talking excitedly with a smiling mother. 
The room contained about 20 bassinets 
and the corresponding number of 
mothers. The hallway outside the room 
was lined with two long benches oc-
cupied by more mothers, some of them 
expecting I sat down on the bench with 
them, almost oblivious to my white skin 
and strange apparel. I always carried 
around my reporting notepad in case 
I felt the need to write, and this was 
one of thoseinstances. I began writing 
down some of the things I had experi-
enced that day. 
''Baf?y mothers and fathers only
readsa sign on the door to the unit I g,iess I'll 
have to do. Afier all, I am listedas nextof
king on his medical records blessing is crying 
in his bassinet I know he's hungrybut the
nurse won'tlet me in thereyet she scolded me 
far using a bottle and said that bottles aren't
allowedin the hospital I have to use these
plastic cups instead As jf feedinga baby
weren't difficult enough for me therookie the
womanacross fromme keeps looking at me 
oddly as she nurses herbaby I'm sureshe's
wonderingwhatI'm doing hereand why I'm 
writing in thisilly notebook
The womenhere are so strong I can't
imaginegiving birth to a child in this hospital
yetthese womenc/4 and thenthey carry 
on almost immedialely as jf they had not
experienceda vast amount ofpain in an
uncomfortable crowdedenvironment Some 
ofthese womenwill likely be hawking on 
the street by week'send, their babies bundled
up in fabric strapped aroundtheir backs as 
theywonderaroundthe trotro stations selling 
pure water and snacks. these womenare
trluy strong
After the sun had sunk below the 
horizonand tl1e only lights visible were 
the Oames coming 
from the fires in the market, Bertha 
said that it was time for us to leave. She 
offered to escort me to Circle, one of the 
larger trotrostations in Accra, but I de-
clined and told her that I would be fine. 
She started laughing and ran her hand 
across her neck in a knife-like fashion as 
she grabbed me by the arm and started 
walking with me. 
' 'They'll kill you," she said. "It's 
dark out and you are going
alon o, no, I take you." 
I smiled and thanked her for her 
consideration as she led me down the 
street We wandered through the dark 
station, and she escorted me all the way 
to the trotro headed for Legon, my des-
tination. She asked me if I had money 
for my ride, and I nodded as I climbed
onto the crowded van. Bertha waved 
goodbye as she disappeared into the 
blacknes, of the night, her voice mufiled 
by the noisines, of the station. 
for the next several days, Bertha 
and I made many trips to the Korle Bu 
hospital where Blessing remained until 
he had fully recovered. He is now living 
back at the Peace and Love Orphan-
age and is growing bigger and stronger 
every day. His mother has yet to come 
for him. 
There are currently about forty-
five otl1er children at Peace and Love 
Orphanage, many of which have 
families Some of these children live at 
the orphanage because tl1eir parents 
are just too poor to take care of them. 
Others, like Blessing, were abandoned. 
Because of the difficulties involved in 
the adoption process, only one child 
has been adopted in the last five years. 
Unfortunately, the majority of the older 
children will likely grow up to be street 
hawkers, making barely enough money 
to get by. With the help of a better 
education system and proper discipline, 
their futures could be greatly improved 
Fourth Place artwork untitled- black and white photograph - Haily Eaton 
frist place drama Jasen Baoon 
The Office of Tipton, Hersch, and Long Plastic Surgeons. 
the cast
left AND right two nameless receptionists/nurses that always 
do and say exactly the same thing at the same time. 
MICHAEL BROWN, a nervous young man who feels like he has to 
prove himself to the world. 
MICHAELA BROWN, a pre-op transsexual who is tired of living as 
a man. Strangely the same general size, age and build 
as Michael. 
DR. TIPTON, an older surgeon who does not know what he got 
himself into today. 
At Rise: 
A very blond office with three desks separatedby blandcartpetedwalls. left
sits a.t the desk Stage leftwhile right sits Stage Righi. The desk in the
middle is empty but a computerprinter is visible on a shelfbehind it left
and right type away seemingly oblivious to their surroundings aftera 
moment MICHAEL and MICHAELA enter on opposite sides ofthe stage, meet · 
center and exchange glances MICHAEL looks disgusted, while michaela
seems to enjoyhis disgust and 1Tl£9I even give a cat call they move on past 
eachother to the side opposite ofentrance and si.t a.t the desks in frontofleft
and right
LEFT and RIGHT Good Morning! Welcome to Tipton, Hersh, 
and Long: How can I be of assistancetoday? 
MICHAELA BROWN flamboyantlyI'm ready for the doc to snip 
this sausage and feed it to the dogs! 
MICHAEL BROWN [Leans out to give a worried glance to Michaela then 
adds very shyly I've got a surgery scheduled for this 
morrung: 
left AND RIGHT ame please. 
MICHAEL BROWN Uhm, Michael. MICHAEL BRO\\ 
MICHAELA BROWN MICHAEL BROWN, but it's gonna be 
''Michaela" before I leave! 
LEFT Al'ID RIGHT O.k., let me find you in my system. [¥ a 
second] 0 , that's not you- let me see this other one. 
typesO.k., that's it. Address, please? 
MICHAELA BROWN 141 7 South 4 3rd Street, number 60 I . 
MICHAEL BROWN 1714 orth 34th Street, number I 06. 
LEFTANDRIGHTAnd why are you here today? 
MICHAELA BROWN [Standing with flair.] I'm ready to be a woman! 
MICHAEL BROWN [Leans back and looks nervously al MICHAELA
Uhm. Can we move this along? That...thing: .. is 
starting to scare me. 
LEFT AND RIGHT Again, what procedure are you here for 
today? 
MICHAEL BROWNPenis enlargement. 
MICHAELABROWN  Sex change. 
LEFTAND RIGHT O.k. everything seems to be inline. Let me 
just get this from the printer, and I'll take you back to 
triage. 
Both sit and type a few seconds longer then stand and walk to the printer as 
paper be#is to come Olli ofit They each grab a paper give a cursory glance
to the name, then walk back to their desks past the division walls to stand next 
to MICHAEL and MICHAELA
LEFT AND RIGHT Now, let's go get you ready. 
MICHAEL and MICHAELAstand and follow LEFT ND RIGHT offstage
the lights dim as the desks are moved out Sounds ofan EKG start up along
with suction sounds doctors asking for scalpels chainsaws and anything else 
the director feelsappropriate the lights come back up with MICHAEL and 
MICHAELAchanged into hospital gownsand wheeledin on stretchers by
LEFT iD RIGHT, now dressed like nurses MICHAEL and MICHAELA
should appear to be asleep unseen by the audience, a large prostheticpenis
should be placedbetween MICHAELA'S legs. MICHAELA awakens first, 
stretches, yawns, blinks a few times, and acts generally groggy. A few seconds
more ofgrogginess and then a look ofsharpclarity comes over him, which is 
quickly followedby a large smile 
MICHAELA BROWN Oooh, Oooh, baby, baby, finally after 
[Actor's real age.] of living in the wrong body, I'm finally 
a woman! Oooh, let's see what if feels like to have a 
hohohoooole! 
during the last sentence MICHAELAshould run his hands down his body
to his crotchwhen he gets to the word hole he shouldhave his yeesgo
huge in shockand slowly raise theprosthesisuntil it is pushing the sheet that
covers him so nobodyhas a doubt what it is. MICHAELAstares al it for a 
few seconds then screamloudly After thefirst scream, MICHAEL sits up, and 
MICHAEIA lets out a few morescreamseach getting a litile deeper in pitch
MICHAELBROWN What the hell was that? 
MICHAELA BROWN Oh my God, oh my God, oh my God. It's, 
it's, it's huge! 
MICHAEL BROWN All right! If they can do that for a fairy, I can't 
wait to see what they did for me! [MICHAEL ljfts his sheet 
over his head waitsa second thenyanks it back down with a look 
offear on his face MICHAEL'Svoice shouldcrack when heSlp!S 
the next line] It's Gone. 
MICHAELA BROWN What's Gone? 
MICHAEL BROWN They were supposed to make it bigger. 
NURSE! 
LEFTAND RIGHT enter fromopposite sides ofthe stage when MICHAEL 
yells far the nurse They cross each otherto stand al thebedside oppositefrom
which they entered
LEFT ND RIGHT Yes, can I help you? [Both men start blurting out a 
stringofcomplainls about the botched surgeries. when thy don't 
stop for a few seconds left and Right put theirhands over their
earsand yell.] Stop! O.k., one at a time. 
MICHAEL BROWN I came in with an outie, but now I have an 
innie, if you know what I mean. 
MICHAELAgives a long slow tum towards MICHAEL and bursts out
laughing 
MICHAEL BROWN What's so funny? 
MICHAELA BROWN This is fabulous! Almost better than getting 
it myself
MICHAEL BROWN This is not fabulous. 
LEFT ANDRIGHT turnand look at eachother walk together and whispera 
second, then run past eachother and offstage MICHAEL and MICHAELA
look confusedfor a second, but LEfl· AND RIGHTreturnshortlyfromthe
same side foronce with TIPTON. 
TIPTONI hear that there seems to be a problem today. 
TIPTON walks over and picks up the chart fromthefoot ofMICHAEL'S be,d 
MICHAEL BROWN Yes, there is a problem. I came in for a penis 
enlargement, and now I don't have a penis! This is 
the exact opposite of an enlargement! 
TIPTON Are you not MICHAEL BROWN from 1417 South 43rd 
Street number 601. 
MICHAELABROWN1 Hey, that's my address! 
MICHAEL faint as he hearsthis
TIPTON I believe that we may have a small problem. 
MICHAELABROWN [ raises prosthesis Yes, we have a problem, 
and it's not small. I'm supposed to be a woman, not 
fiiggin' Ron Jeremy. 
MICHAEL wakes up 
TIPTONYes, but youwe can fix; him we can't 
MICHAELABROWN Well, you better get to fixing: 
TIPTON I'll see what I can do. 
TIPTON AND LEFT AND RIGHTall walk off the stage the same side that
they enteredfrom when they are offstage MICHAEL wakes up again 
MICHAELABROWN Oooh baby, you sure got the fainting like a 
woman down. 
MICHAEL begins to cry 
MICHAEL BRO You don't understand. ow my first time I'm 
gonna be a catcher instead of a pitcher. 
MICHAELABROWNfirst time? Don't you tell me that you're a 
damn virgin! What the hell is a virgin doing getting a 
penis enlargement? 
MICHAEL BROWN I never felt like I was good enough, man 
enough, to be able to please a woman. My girlfriend 
thinks I'm huge. I've used socks and shit my whole life 
to make people think I'm packing: The guys on the 
team think I'm some kind of big player, and now I'm 
a fiiggin' tran.nie. 
MICHAELABROWN first off, you are not a fiiggin' tran.nie, 
you are a post-op transsexual. And, secondly, you 
shouldn't be tellin' lies like that; it'll come back to bite 
you in the ass but in your case looks like it bit the 
wrong side off! HA! 
MICHAEL BROl·I [Snaps loudly That's not funny. 
MICHAELA BROWN1 o, it's not I've had years of therapy, 
hormone treatments, dressing the part, you name it. 
All of it was leading up to this day when I was finally 
going to get the body that I should have had. ow 
you might not believe this, but the work that goes 
into getting what you just got is intense. Most of the 
people who want it never get it 
MICHAEL BROWN And most people who just want to be treated 
like a normal person never get that either. 
MICHAELABROWN Boy, you must be really screwed up in the 
head if you think that a virgin who gets a penis 
enlargement is normal. Let me tell you something, 
though. You can never go back to your life; you have 
a new one now. I can teach you the ropes, how to live 
and act like the woman you just became. All you have 
to do is agree. 
MICHAEL BROWN I am not going to live like a woman. They are 
going to find a way to fix me. 
M!CHAElA BROWN Girlfriend, they have fixed you enough 
already. 
TIPTON and LEFT AND RIGHT reenterfromopposite sides of the stage. 
TIPTON has a leather notebook LEFT AND RIGHT e,ad,, carry a clipboard. 
they walk to MICHAELA first
TIPTON O.k., my partners and I have agreed that you will 
get the surgery that you came for, and have the 
money you paid for it reimbursed. In addition we 
have agreed to pay you a settlement if you sign a 
contract that says you understand the mix-up was 
a paperwork mistake and not malpractice and you 
agree to take our offer. 
MICHAELABROWN What are you offering? 
TIPTONopens up the notebook andholds it up to MICHAELA
TIPTONThat is our offer. 
MICHAELABROWN Where do I sign? 
LEFT RIGHT move .forward quicklyand get MICHAELA to sign the
clipboard that LEFT carriesTIPTONwalks to MICHAEL 
TIPTON O.k., we have no way of getting you the surgery that 
you came in for, but any money that you paid will be 
given back. We can set you up with a good therapist 
and start you onto hormone therapy to get your body 
acclimated to your new parts as soon as possible. We 
are also ready to offer you a settlement if you agree to 
not file a malpractice lawsuit for ow· enor. 
MICHAEL BROWN1 I will do nothing of the sort. I plan on telling 
the world about you quack jobs. I am going to 
broadcast over every TVin the country that you all 
cannot read a simple piece of paper and ... 
TIPTONAnd the world will find out that you are now a woman. 
MICHAELABROWN Oooh, nap! 
TIPTONWe are ready to offer you a settlement in this amount 
MICHAEL BROWN1 That is not enough to buy my silence. I don't 
care who knows anymore. 
TIPTONHere, let me modify it a little. 
TIPTONmarks on the notebook with a pen fromhis labcoat It looks as jf a 
is addedbecauseofaquick simple stroke 
MICHAEL BROWN What kind of fool do you think I am? 
MICHAELA BROWN The fool who thinks he needs a bigger cock 
when he ain't never used it before. 
TIPTONHere let me add a couple of zeros here. 
TIPTON makes a few slowermarks on the paper. 
MICHAELABROWN1 Damn. I should have made a bigger fuss. 
MICHAEL BROWNJust leave me alone a minute. I need to think. 
TIPTONTake your time. The anesthesia hould be wearing off 
completely soon.Just let me know what you decide. 
MICHAELABROWN Girl, please tell me you're gonna take what 
they offe1: 
MICHAELBROWN You don't get it do you? They cannot buy my 
manhood, and quit calling me "girl." 
MICHAELABROWN First off you're now built like a girl, so 
I'm gonna call you "girl." And, second, you never 
became a man, so all they're buying is your actor's
real age.] year-old boyhood. Look, they offered me 
more than I made the past five years, and they added 
numbers to what they offered you, so I know you can 
be set for life with that money. 
MICHAEL BROWN The money is not the issue. 
MICHAELABROWN The issue has been clipped off and thrown 
away; take what you can get. 
MICHAEL BROWNYeah, but now all I can get is cock. 
MICHAELABROWN Kinda funny since more cock is what you 
came in here for today, huh? 
MICHAEL BROWN1 Can I ask you something? 
MICHAELABROWN Sure baby, ask away. 
MICHAEL BROWN1 Why did you not want to be a man? 
MICHAELABROWN Because cock is nasty, and it's not that I 
didn't want to be a man. It's that I don't think I am 
one. 
MICHAEL BROWN Why? 
MICHAELABROWN Because looking down at that thing between 
my legs felt wrong: Standing to pee felt wrong: It all 
just felt wrong: 
MICHAELBROWN ow everything feels wrong to me. 
MICHAELA BROWNYou're preachin' to the choir, girl. This 
damn third leg feels so wrong it ain't funny. But you 
should let me help you. 
MICHAELEL BROWN Why do you want to help me? 
MICHAELABROWN1 Maybe it's jealousy, maybe it's because you 
need it. Maybe it' because I know how to help you 
because I've been prepared to live how you now have 
to. And maybe it's because you're cute and I want to 
know if I can get this elephant trunk hard after years 
of estrogen treatments. 
MICHAEL BROWN1 I am not gay. 
MICHAELA BROWN Baby, it ain't being gay if it's how you're 
built. 
MICHAEL BROWN I am not going to have sex with a man. 
MICHAELABROWN1 So will you be a lesbian when I get snipped, 
too? 
MICHAEL BROWN I don't think I can, because I'll know you had 
a cock. Wait a minute-why am I even considering 
this? 
MICHAELABROWN Because the lack of testo terone is already 
hitting your brain. acts like he's pft:ying an air guitar.] 
"Girl, bew baw baw baw, you'll be a woman soon." 
MICHAEL BROWNI don't want to be a woman. I want to play 
football, play baseball. What will they think when I go 
to a titty bar? What will people say when I walk down 
the street and see people I used to know: 
MICHAELA BRO\ 1 Simple.Join a roller derby squad. Play 
softball. Women go to titty bars all the time. Finally, 
move to a new city. Preferably one with a large gay 
community. 
MICHAEL BROWN I don't want to live in a gay community. 
MICHAELA BROWNSony, that was my list of plans. 
MICHAEL BROWN Roller derby? On your list of plans? 
MICHAELABROWN Hell, ya You ever seen how hard those girls 
hit each other? Look baby, you know I was ready to 
be at your side before they came in and offered us 
money, so you can get that out of your head, and 
I'm gonna be well-to-do myself for a while. So come 
on, you need a l:iiend, and I don't think I can be any 
1:iiendlier right now: 
MICHAEL BROWNYou really think you can help me? 
MICHAELA BROWN Cross my heart and hope to die, stick a dildo 
in my eye
MICHAEL BROWN There is no going back is there? 
MICHAEL lifts the sheetback up over his head.for a few seconds and gently
lowersit back down. He places his hands be!uxien his legs. 
MICHAELABROWN So watchya think, girlfiiend? 
MICHAEL BROWN1 There is no going back now. You promise you 
won't leave me? 
MICHAELA BROWN HA! You even sound like a woman now! 
Well, it depends on how much of a whiny douche 
bag you become. When you think you're gonna start 
PMSing? 
MICHAEL BROWN You're not making this easy on me. 
MICHAELA BROWN Look baby, I'll be with you at least until you 
can find people who you have more in common with 
if it's not me. This is your lucky day, well except for 
the whole unwanted sex change thing; 
MICHAEL BROWN Ok., I don't think I have another choice. So 
where do you think we need to go? 
MICHAELABROWN Chicago, baby! The gay district is right by 
Wrigley Field. Baseball and queers right together, 
seems like our kinda place. 
beiTz to chatter a little quieter and as the lightsgo out LEFT AND 
RIGHTcome in in wheel the beds offstage
I Jasen BaconSecond Place Fiction No Smoking 
"Stop moving, Anne," crackled a 
statical voice that momentarily forced 
Anne's attention from the rhythmical 
pop-pop-pop-pop that permeated 
everything in the room. 
Anne forced her eyes open 
through her pain, and, after catching 
sight of the dime-sized speaker hanging 
slightly from its off-white home by two 
slender black wires, she quickly shut 
them again before her claustrophobia-
induced vertigo caused her to vomit 
''I can't move in this damn thing," 
she growled at the speaker. ''It's a damn 
miracle I fit in here anyway. Don't you 
have one of these made for fat people?" 
"You must keep your stomach 
till," the speaker hissed again. 
''I'm not wiggling," Anne 
growled, but a lurch in her stomach 
made her realize that it was moving 
Instead of another response from 
the speaker a series of clicks and buzzes 
started up, and the dominant pop-pop-
pop-pop began to form the back beat to 
a strange electronic industrial song Ten 
minutes of trying to convince herself 
that she was listening to music from one 
of those clubs where people had more 
metal in their faces than in the engines 
of their cars, the sounds topped and 
the table she was laying on began its 
slow exit of the tube until finally Anne 
could stretch her 367-pound frame and 
breathe easily again. 
A short, older Latinoman wit:11 
bleach blond hair and transporter's blue 
scrubs walked over to help Anne pull 
her girth up off the table, amazed her 
wit:11 how easily he was able to lift some-
one almost three times his size. When 
her vertigo had passed the blond nurse 
helped pull an additional gown over 
her back to cover the strip of exposed 
skin that her first gown was too small 
to cover; even though it was the largest 
they had in the emergency room when 
she was brought in. Once decent, the 
nurse began to lead Anne on the nearly 
half-mile journey back to her room, 
but at least she could rest while on tl1e 
elevator. 
Anne sighed in relief when she 
and the nurse turned a comer and read 
the placard that said "6740-6759," 
knowing that soon she could lie down 
and let her smoker's wheeze cairn 
down. 
"OK Anne, try to get some 
rest," the blond transporter said as he 
pulled open the curtains to let the mid-
morning sunshine in. '1\. nurse will be 
in shortly with your meds." 
' 'I don't want the damn drugs," 
snapped Anne. ' 'I need a smoke." 
''Mercy is a tobacco-free property, 
Anne," came a new voice from the 
door. Anne turned to see a burly man 
with a shaved head. She marveled at a 
moment at his thick black beard whicl1 
started evenly with the tops of his ears 
and then crawled down his face. She 
stared at him trying to decide if his 
beard ever stopped or if it extended 
down his neck to become one with 
tl1e chest hair that protruded from the 
v-neck of the dark green scrubs that 
designated him as an RN. 'We're not 
even supposed to smoke in our cars 
here." 
that's communist," Anne spat. 
' o, that's just American compas-
sion for each other's health," the nurse 
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said. 
'1 bet the Russians said the same 
thing," Anne snorted. "No, actually 
they probably still let you smoke." 
'They're not communist anymore 
either;" the nurse replied. ' ow let's 
rake you meds and I'll see about getting 
you a nicotine replacement so we can 
help you quit" 
I don't want to quit!" Anne bel-
lowed. I need to smoke. I don't need 
nicotine, I need the smoke in my lungs! 
I don't need an oral fixation, I need the 
SMOKE." Anne yelled the last word 
so loud that it made her face turn red. 
"Calm down," the transporter 
said. ' obody needs to smoke, it's just 
the nicotine addiction makes your brain 
believe you do." 
"You don't understand," Anne 
said as she got up from her bed. I
need, N-E-E-D, need to smoke, and if 
you won't let me do it here, then I'm just 
going to have to leave." 
I sorry, but I can't let you do 
that," the nurse said as he moved to 
block the door. 
Anne screamed and broke into 
the fastest sprint her tree trunk legs 
could push and aimed straight for the 
fuzzy nurse. The nurse bent his knees a 
little and just before she reached him he 
lurched forward, grabbed her arm and 
with a deft twist of his torso toppled the 
rushing woman to the ground, where 
he landed on her back, still clutching
her arm, which was now twisted behind 
her. 
''.Jerry, we need 5cc's of thiopental 
STAT!" the nurse yelled from atop the 
bucking woman's back, as he struggled 
to control her. 
Anne was still screaming for a cig-
arette when an army of nurses arrived
and one stuck a needle in the IV line 
that the paramedics inserted during the 
mile and a half ambulance ride. After 
about ten seconds Anne could fight no 
more, but it was not the static in her ears 
growing louder or her vision narrowing 
that panicked her the most It was the 
intense convulsions in her stomach that 
were strong enough to move both her 
and the fuzzy nurse. 
* * * 
')\nne. .. Anne, can you hear me 
yet?" came a high-pitched, heavily 
accented voice slowly drifting down 
to her from far away. "Yes, yes. She is 
coming to." 
Anne felt herself floating up into 
her body and jerked up, tearing her eyes 
open when she finally reached it As 
her eyes came into focus sl1e could see a 
small woman sitting near her feet with 
a dark complexion and jet black hair 
starl<ly contrasting with her bright white 
lab coat Her dark eyes stared at Anne 
over a hooked nose and a scowl. A 
few blinks cleared more of the picture, 
and Anne was able to see several more 
nurses circling her including Fuzzy-
eek between her and the doctor, all 
bathed in the reddish-orange light of 
the sunset 
"Yes, yes. You can see that we 
are more than capable of stopping 
another outburst like you had before 
quite quickly, yes?" she said without 
seeming to move. 
Anne nodded and lay back down 
to try to stop the vertigo that came from 
sitting up to fast She blinked and shook 
her head to try to clear it and then tried 
to refocus on the doctor. 
I am Doctor Sengupta, and I am 
going to be taking over your care for the 
rest of the time you are here in Mercy," 
she said, still sitting statuesquely. I
would like to talk with you about your
very interesting MRI results." 
"Let me guess," Anne said with 
more than a hint of sarcasm in her 
voice. "You found nothing,just like in 
the x-rays." 
"Yes, yes," Dr. Sengupta agreed. 
')\nd that is exactly what is so inter-
esting Luckily tl1ere is no tumor, or 
growth of any kind, but there is also no 
fatty tissue no fluids, nothing It's as if 
you had an air pocket in your stomach 
and we want to take a first-hand look." 
Anne' stomach visibly rumbled, 
as if in protest, and the nurses took a 
tentative step forward just in case. 
what was that?" the doctor 
asked. 
"I...I don't know." Anne said 
nervously eying the green-clad men 
coming closer to her. 
I don't want surgeryunless it's 
liposuction," Anne chuckled in an at-
tempt to lighten the mood. "So unless 
you are planning on sucking some fat 
out while you're in there you can just let 
me go home." 
'We don't want to do anything 
that invasive," Sengupta said just a 
very small incision near your belly but-
ton in which we will insert a laparoscop-
ic camera and just take a look. Once 
we know what is going on inside your 
stomachwe can make a plan on what 
to do next" 
"Sorry that doesn't sound like 
liposuction to me," Anne said, rolling 
her eyes. 
according to your MRI you have 
almost no fat to remove." Sengupta 
snapped, slowly moving for the first time 
as she slid forward to emphasize her 
point "You should be several dress sizes 
smaller. You would like to know why 
you are not, yes? Yes?" 
"Obviously your instruments are 
wrong," Anne snapped. A blind man 
can see that I'm fat" 
"Obviously you are not in your 
right mind and are no longer capable 
of making rational decisions!" the doc-
tor snapped back as sl1e slowly stood up, 
her upper body still not seeming to stir. 
"You will have this procedure done 
if we have to sedate you again until 
after you come out of it We all want 
to know why you collapsed, why your 
blood results show liver problems, and 
why you have lost twenty-five pounds in 
three weeks, and yet still wear the same
size pants. Now you can either lie there 
and go back to sleep until we can get 
you into surgeryin a few hours, or we 
can sedate you. Your choice, and I as-
sume you will make the right one. Yes? 
Yes?" 
O!" Anne screamed as she 
lurched forward and attempted to 
make a dash for the door, but Fuzzy-
eek caught her before both of her 
feet hit the ground and had her pinned 
even faster this time as she was still too 
drugged to fully command her body. 
She did not even struggle too hard 
when they injected the already at-hand 
sedative into her IV line. As the static 
overtook her this time she could not 
help but notice that her stomachwas 
amazingly calm. 
* * * 
cloudydreams of little Havana 
drifted througl1 Anne's head as half-.re-
membered people and places struggled 
to take command of the camera that 
was leading her through her own mind. 
She remembered the sounds of laugh-
ter from children playing in the 
streets while dodging men on bicycles
with milk crates attached by bungee 
cords. The colors of the brightly 
painted shops selling pastries and meats 
that more than once tempted the over-
eater in her to stop and samplea morsel 
or three She remembered the stench 
of urine that wafted off the strange hag 
of a woman that did not look entirely 
Iatina, but wl10 graciously pointed tl1e 
way to the Botanica that was home 
to a man who was said could grant 
wishes. She remembered how she was 
grateful for tl1e overpowering smell of 
tl1e strange incense of the back room of 
the Botanica because it cleared her nose 
of the stench of tl1e hag She remem-
bered that the man she was looking for 
seemed more Afiican than Cuban, and 
how his sweet way with words had got-
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ten her to smoke for the first time in her 
life,just three short weeks ago. 
* * * 
Her reverie was broken by a 
sharp icy pain in her upper stomach 
just under where it meets the ribcage
She tried to sit up in order to look at 
what was happening but another strong 
lurch in her tomach sent her back 
down. Fear and shock drowned out 
all thoughts in her head as she lay and 
watched her stomach roll like someone 
had put a half dozen cats with all their 
tails tied together in it 
Just as she recovered her nerve 
enough to know she needed to scream, 
the pain in her stomach tore into her 
lungs, and she momentarily felt as if 
they had been 0ooded by ice water. 
The chill was quickly replaced with 
an intense burning with sharp stabs 
knocking all of the air out of her as they 
ascended toward her throat Her hands 
gripped the gullet of her gown, trying to 
pull it away from her throat as the chok-
ing pain slowly worked its way even fur-
ther up, but she quickly snapped them 
back down in horror as she actually felt 
her esophagus expand 
When the stabs of pain reached 
the back of her tongue she was sudden-
ly and blissfully aware of the full flavor
of the Marlboro Reds she had bought 
just before sl1e collapsed climbing the 
stairs to her apartment She lay enjoy-
ing the flavor somehow less unaware of 
the pain until it began to stab at her lips. 
The new sensation on her face forced 
her eyes down her nose toward the pain 
where she saw a fist sized ball of smoke 
with several long wisps undulating from 
its core rise up like a spider: A quick stab 
of pain jarring wherever a wispy '1eg" 
touched her face. The smoke seemed 
to spin until four small lights, ead1 like 
the burning cherry of a cigarette, were 
pointed towards her like ember eyes 
burning through her soul. 
Anne would have screamed had 
it not been for another ball of smoke 
working its way up her throat One 
by one they came, each carrying a 
distinctive flavorfrom her sl1ort smoking 
career: This one was Turkish Gold, that 
one a Camel Special Light, the disap-
pointing lack of flavorin the Virginia 
Slim, the minty taste of the ewport 
she bummed from the guy with the fake 
Jamaican accent in front of a Reggae 
dub, on and on until finally she tasted 
that one flavorshe had repeatedly 
looked for but never found again, tinged 
with the incense of the back room of 
that Botanica in Little Havana That 
flavor lingered the longest because the 
creature it belonged to was fully the size
of Anne's head. 
"You shouldn't have come here, 
Anne," came a hissing sound from ev-
erywl1ere in the general direction of the 
large ball of smoke as its stare burned 
through her with is dozen giowing eyes. 
The little ones are not done yet, they 
need more smoke." 
"I... did ... not.. want.. to ... " 
Anne's voicewas little more than a 
gurglingcroak from the damage of the 
spidery exodus. 
' o, you could have refused, 
could have taken care of yourself You 
broke the contract with the Santero You 
did not smoke enough, and now you 
will lay here and bleed to death while I 
try to save the small ones. Good dean 
lungs are so hard to find" 
Anne fumbled for the button that 
called the nurse as she watd1ed the 
things crawl down her body and off the 
bed, realizing that she could see her feet 
while lying down for the first time since 
she was a young child
I Meara Bridges 5eeond Place Poetry Your Words Are like the Ocean 
Your words are like the ocean. 
They can refresh me 
like a cool dip
They can provoke a smile 
like a rippling wave. 
They can delight me 
like a red sky night. 
Your words are like the ocean. 
They can scare me 
like rising waters. 
They can sting my eyes 
like a pungent ea breeze. 
They can crush me 
like angry waves. 
Plea e, take heart, for I am fragile at times ... 
and to me 
your words are like the ocean. 
S ec ond Place Nonfiction Shanon Kelley- Round Trip on the Rainbow Trail 
"Earth my Body Water my Blood, Air 
my Breath, and Fire my Spirit" 
-Rainbow Family Chant 
When I was twenty-three I took 
a vow of poverty and drove into the 
Great American West This decision 
was prompted by a long series of 
synchronous events and crystallized by 
an amazing night of dumpster diving 
in Charleston, South Carolina In one 
night I scored a couple of thousand 
dollars worth of random goods, and 
I came to realize just how large the 
margin for easy living is in a country 
that generates so much waste. This led 
me to make a pact with the Universe 
that I wouldn't pay for food until the 
next full moon. 
I was traveling with a half-Mexican 
from Chicago named Still Here Dan. 
He kept having dreams about Arizona, 
so we found his brother Tiko and 
started on our way. On day four of our 
cross-country whiskey binge our pockets 
were empty. This is when we were inter-
cepted by the work of the Great Spirit 
We had thrust ourselves blindly onto the 
Rainbow Trail. 
We met up with a dozenother 
kids in FourthAvenue Park in Tucson. 
The sunlight was golden, the grass was 
green, there was political dissent in the 
air; and galleries stood unattended with 
open doors. Kids were being arrested 
for giving away food to homeless people, 
a reporter from Vanity Fair followed us 
around trying to befiiend us. Tucson 
is like F1orida, it's a hobo migration 
destination for the winter months, so the 
cops has.5le the travelers, and the polarity 
fires everyone up. The scene is really 
surreal. 
So, all God's children had been 
drawn to the desert and we met there 
well, all of us together with a demand-
ing sense of urgency. Our brilliant forces 
collided. We all fell in love and became 
a strange, incestuous party on wheels, 
an American gypsy caravan. We were 
a hand thrust out of the sky reaching 
for answers; we rolled deep. We walked 
side by side with the swagger that comes 
from solidarity. That first night we liber-
ated flowers and grapes from a grocery 
tore dumpster and held a bacchanal 
above Tucson on Tanque Verde up past 
Paul McCartney's house. From then 
on we lived in the woods and wove in 
and out of one another's lives with a 
precision of chaos that was undeniable. 
All over the country every highway 
resonated with a vibration to which 
we were attuned. Together, we were 
a force both terrifying and comical. 
Dreacllocks and rotten punk rock t-
shirts, elven shoes made from duct tape 
and cardboard, huge drums, juggling
dancing, and dogs everywhere. We were 
a stinking circus. At rest- tops along the 
highway people would pay us to take 
our pictures. We represented a freedom 
from convention that people had forgot-
ten. Everywhere we went we encour-
aged truck-stop waitresses and cashiers 
to quit their jobs and come live life 
loudly with us. Sometimes they joined 
up and never looked back until their 
ride was over: Eve1yone ga-.e us money 
just for the inspiration. We were beyond 
obnoxious, but we were perfonning a 
service nonetheless: we were Liberators. 
We liberated consciousness and gaiety 
at a time when the country was turned 
off We contrasted the post 9/ 11 fearful 
pride and ominous WMD lies of the 
time with irreverence and brashness. 
We were all ferociously rooted in 
wanderlust The compulsion to move 
and experience, the impetuousness of 
youth, these were our common threads. 
We grew up all over the country which 
created an opportunity for us to share 
a thousand shards of wisdom with 
one another. We were orphans and 
runaways from San Diego, Chicago, 
and ew York; we were the children of 
Vietnam vets from Wyoming and Hell's 
Angels from South Dakota; we were 
a Jewish princess from F1orida, a naive
romantic from Tennessee, a drunken 
Red Power avajo, and random crazy 
bums from all in between. I've always 
been a mountain girl, so I taught my 
fellow road dogs (a familial term) about 
herbal medicine, edible plants, the easi-
est way to start fires, and the best spots to 
find safe water. 
One of my most beloved brothers 
from the road was a skinny white kid 
who grew up on his own in New York 
City. He was abandoned at the hospital 
by his mother, lived until he was eight 
in the projects, went to jail at age eight 
because he was caught with a gun at 
grade school, then slipped through the 
gaping cracks onto the streets alone at 
fourteen. I worked all day and laid up 
all night with this kid for a year and 
never knew his birth name. Ezekiel the 
Watchman is who he became when 
he extricated himself from the city and 
started walking He taught me about 
manifesting through faith, confronting 
life with fearlessness, and how to love an 
asshole. 
This journey we were on has been 
shared by many others in their own 
time and place. We call it the Rainbow 
Trail. We call ourselves the Rainbow 
Family of Living Light This name 
comes from a four-hundred-year--Old 
Hopi Indian Tribe chant which reads: 
When the earth is ravaged and the 
animals are dying 
a new tribe of people will come 
unto the earth from 
every color, class and creed, and by 
their actions and 
deeds they will make the earth 
green again. They will be 
known as the Warriors of the 
Rainbow. 
This vast and nebulous tribe of 
which I am a part has a life of its own. 
Our small family group is known as the 
Bird Tribe. We can be seen as a cosmi-
cally linked group of seekers who share 
guidance from our feathered brethren. 
The red tail hawk has always been a 
guiding spirit for us. We have no leaders. 
We make decision by consensus, sitting 
in circle and passing a feather until a 
decision can be agreed upon by all. The 
idea is a sort of anarchistic nomadic 
utopia We have our own chants that we 
sing to strengthen one another and to 
teach and remind us of our connection 
with the Earth. Bird Tribe is intertwined 
in a manner that is inexplicable and 
which does not heed the barriersof 
time, space, or even death. To those 
who have experienced it, no explanation 
is necessary; to those who haven't, none 
is possible. Part passing indiscretion of 
youthand part sustainable life path, the 
communion can be neglected, but it 
does not dissipate. Years later, I could go 
now to an interstate ramp, howl, and 
someone would return the call. 
1l1e Moon Ranch Gathering 
was the most beautiful experience of 
my journey. Sixty miles west of Silver 
City, ew Mexico, Moon Ranch is 
the second largest cattle ranch in the 
state 50,000 acres. Its back gate 
leads to the Gila ational Wilderness, 
whicl1isamagnificentexpanseofland 
retaining all the primordial power of 
creation. Ancient pine trees tower in 
the lowlands, and gnarled pinions cling 
to the cliffs above pristine waterfalls. A 
mountain lion stalked the darkness in 
the hills beyondus. We made laughable 
attempts to hunt jackrabbits with sling-
shots and herds of javalina with iron 
spears. We shared a bliss and commu-
nion with one another and the land that 
goes beyond retelling We were young
and ure we'd found our way. We had 
no possessions, but had an abundance 
of all we needed. We built a village of 
log shelters and welcomed the snow. We 
ate our meals together, sang and danced 
and prayed and dosed together We 
stayed for thanksgiving and Solstice 
there. It was a very high time, we were 
babes in the woods and it seemed that 
our bond was set in stone. 
I was given a vision upon waking 
one morning at Moon Ran the 
only vision I've ever had of such clar-
ity and intensity. In the vision it was 
decades later, and I saw two of my 
closest fiiends from the road. ltty Bitty, 
my favoritesister, couldn't remember 
who I was. She was tired and listless. 
Ezekial had been a fugitive since he was 
a teenager. He was tired of running, so 
he turned himself in. As he was being 
loaded into a police van, I called out to 
him, trying to evokethat passion that we 
had all shared in the past, but he shook 
his head at me. I could not reach them 
anymore. I awoke with such despair 
that I plunged my head in the creek 
many times trying to bring my aware-
ness back to the present Those who 
heard me wailing on the trail came run-
ning to comfort me. Tl1en it was hard to 
imagine why I would have such a vision. 
Years later, with all those special people 
scattered back to the wind, I know that 
it was there to prepare me for the losses 
that lay ahead. 
for a year or so I walked every 
step on the Rainbow Trail. I very 
rarely slept indoors. I hitchhiked around 
mostly because life on the liberator 
bus was stinky, loud, and required a 
lot of panhandling for gas money. We 
spent a lot of time in Southern Oregon 
and ortl1ern California. I wandered 
through the redwoods and slept out on 
the rocks above the coast We smoked 
the best grass in the world and swam 
naked in the sun. I was young and free 
and beautiful and scattered to the point 
where I nearly lost myself altogether. 
Toward the end of my last sum-
mer on the road we busted the transmis-
sion on the liberator bus. We wound 
up parking it at a tweeker house in 
Grants Pass, Oregon while we hustled 
up the two grand for repairs. Before 
then, I had never seen what meth does 
to a person's soul The whole town was 
infected, even kids. That time was very 
heavy for me. 110 degrees in the shade, 
I sat on the banks of tl1e Rogue River, 
and I longed to be back home. The 
fires raged so fiercely around me. Tl1ere 
was a true struggle for my soul with a 
full cast of demons and angels all lined 
up as I traipsed along Desolation Row. 
My life force became entangled in very 
heavy magic. I received gifts that bind 
my spirit still: a crystal ball, a half written 
diary from the l 940's, a scorched land-
scape, swinging bridges, lots of boys, 
my masterpiece, snakes at sunset, a liar 
gasping through one shriveling lung 
More than one of my beloved 
brothers has met that fate of living 
so fiercely that their vessels could not 
contain their experiences. A few months 
after I came home, Gone, my cosmic 
traveling buddy and the dancing light 
at the end of my tunnel, was shot in 
the heart Outside a show, on the street 
in Denver, he took one last breath with 
his eye; on the stars and his back on the 
concrete. Ahstar went out with a manic 
mission for enlightenment and a needle 
in his arm. Daze, the father of my 
three-year-old son, shot himself in the 
face with a rifle while trying to make it 
living the straight life with me. ltty Bitty 
disappeared into the desert Sitting on 
thebanksoftheRogueRiverlcould 
feel my own threshold of destruction 
drawing nigh. So when no one was 
looking, I slipped away. 
Great rewards and tolls have I 
reaped for my boldness. Soul and skin 
were both aged beyondmy years on the 
journey. I came home deeper and qui-
eter. I chose life over annihilation, and 
most days I regret it The straight life is a 
bitch, but I am hopeful. On good days I 
believe that I am working for something 
solid, that all my drive and the disjointed
escapades of my life will piece together 
in a renewed and graceful beauty. 
I Isaac Wilson second Place flrama. "Conversation sur 
la Terrasse" 
ORGON Come now, mother, let your opinion hold sway 
Of dear Tartuffe, whose vices have been brought our 
way. 
Do you not see with what trickery he has chosen to lead 
M e, from my conscience of a good to harmful a deed. 
MADAME PERNELLEYou speak so ill of such a good 
man . .. 
ORGON Place in him your tru t, not a soul can ... 
MADAME PERNELLE I'll not hear from your tongue such a 
mockery, 
H e's been nothing but plea ant, thoughtful , and piou 
you see; 
And above all else, he carries with him no shame .. . 
ORG0N Yes, for that he places on others the blame. 
U pon first meeting our dear Tartuffe, he presented 
him elf 
With such charm and dignity that I could do nothing 
else 
Than fall victim to his devious ways of trickery. 
And for that I am the fool you see, 
But now that I have been made aware of all the man 
has 
Done, I can safely say, clergy or not, I have more class 
Than he could obtain in even a lifetime. 
And now, through the grace of our majesty, and some 
sign 
From the heavens, our family has been spared this 
Unjustly punishment and given back our prominence 
and bliss. 
MADAME PERNELLE I will not believe it; no, you cannot 
change my 
Mind. He holds precious the earth as well as the sky, 
And I cannot ee Tartuffe conspiring in such a vicious 
form, 
Like throwing us to the sea in the middle of a storm. 
I am sorry my on, but you shall have to do ... 
ORGON My dearest mother, you haven't a clue 
Of the tricks of his trade and the card he pos ess. 
He was the wiser man than I, I must confess. 
But now my name is cleared and my spirit ing . .. 
MADAME ELLE My dear son will you tell me one 
thing? 
ORGO Yes mother, what do you wish to know? 
MADAME PERNELLE The facts behind your conclusion; 
the reason you flow 
From one stream of consciousness to the other, without 
any sort of order ... 
ORGON Like the walls of a castle, or of a nation, its 
border 
I possess in my mind the critical ability .. . 
M ADAME PERNELLE H owever, you were able to be tricked 
you see 
By the one you claim a monster. Though you are the 
one who placed your 
Wife on the line as bait, like a tooth to a string tied to a 
door. 
How can you justify this inhumane action? 
Do you come from some barbaric faction 
That I am not aware of? Was your father a Gaul in 
some previous life? 
ORGON H old your tongue mother. You were his wife. 
M ADAME ELLE Yes, of thi fact I am well aware, 
But watch your tone; in thi fa hion do not dare 
To challenge my authority or my wi dom 
For from a family of high esteem I come 
Just as you. But I do not dare challenge a priest 
Of his actions, no matter how obvious or discreet 
They may be. Even if their reason may not seem 
apparent to 
Us. It is done in God's favor; therefore, we cannot 
conclude 
With just reason why it i done. But anything done 
In God's favor .. . 
ORco Mother, please ... 
MADAME PERNELLE Hush now, you are my son. 
As I was saying before the interruption 
We must trust God's plan, no matter the destruction 
It may bring upon this hou e. For God has a plan, 
And only his ervants understand it, and Tartuffe he is 
a man 
Of the cloth, and therefore, of God a servant. 
I know this is not what you wanted to hear. It is not the 
pleasant 
Conver ation you intended on, but Orgon ... 
ORGO My dearest mother, for you I weep ' ti] dawn. 
H ave you been so utterly manipulated by this vile 
Creature that you are willing to compile 
All of your "reason and wi dom," as you put it, and 
place 
It in the hands of man who would destroy my house, 
and plaster my face 
All over this land as one of a man who break the law, 
And whores out his wife, among numerous other a flaw. 
He aimed to con me and my entire family, you 
Included; wed Mariane, all ties to Valere through; 
And take over my fortune, my home, and my wife. 
In the upper of my back I am beginning to feel the 
knife 
That your dear Tartuffe ha placed ... 
MADAME PER.NELLE My son . .. 
ORGON But thanks to his majesty, the king, who has 
graced 
Us with his infinite wisdom and justice, Tartuffe shall 
not 
Ruin another household, for surely he has got 
His due coming. I would ask God for mercy on his soul , 
But those who use the disgui e of the cloth so bold 
Shall feel the incredible fury of the Almighty's wrath. 
Alas, 
On God's good name, through the gates of hell his soul 
shall pass. 
third Place fiction
e even rows 
The hazy wonderfulness of a deep, 
dead sleep was slowly fading away into 
the cold, hard reality of waking up. It 
was still late at night, because there were 
only bug sounds outside, and the birds 
were quiet The little frame house she 
lived in popped and creaked. The cold 
bit at her face lying upon the down 
filled pillow, and the musty smell of 
her old quilt tickled her nose. Her long, 
mousey brown hair during the night 
had wildly tangied about her neck and 
was nigh strangling her in her sleep. But 
that was not what had jerked her from 
her sleepy bower of dreams. ot that 
the dreams had been good ones. They 
never were. 
She felt the itch at the back of her 
neck and knew that he was there, again. 
Standing Looming over her bed, peer-
ing down at her in the cold darkness, 
waiting for she knew not what A metal-
lic taste of terror billowed up in the back 
of her throat, and her hair took on a 
new life, threatening to squeeze the last 
breath from her small body. 
What does a nine-year-old girl do 
when a strange, unknown man comes 
creeping into her room in the middle 
of the dead of night without the benefit 
of any light to show his face or identity? 
She had asked herself that question 
many, many times and had yet to come 
up with an answer. Her neck itched 
some more. 
Her ears, during these visitations, 
took on super-duper trength, and her 
mind dissected every little rustle and 
sound in her small bedroom. She could 
hear his soft breathing and his shifting 
his weight from foot to foot She played 
a game her mother advertised on a 
daily basis: the quiet mouse. Whoever
was the quietest would win.Just like 
every night in the past few months, she 
knew she'd win because she was the 
only player in this needful game. 
Her heart slammed in her chest, 
and she couldn't see how in the world 
the man didn't hear it It was like a bass 
drum beating out a horrible tune. She 
prepared herself to roll over and face 
the man. Her stomach turned sick, but 
it had to be done. This was the process 
she'd learned through trial and error 
of how to get rid of this demon. If she 
rolled over and snuggled down under 
d1e covers, he'd leave. She wanted to 
open her eyes in the darkness and look 
at his face to see who he was. 
He wasn't her daddy. 
Her daddy was drunk,just like 
every Friday night after he got paid, and 
had crawled off into the barn to sleep 
off his evil deeds. At least that's what 
her momma said. When her daddy 
tarted throwing things and smacking 
her momma around, she always hid 
in the attic. It was smelly and dry, but it 
was safe. 
No, this man wasn't her daddy. 
He smelled clean and like some kind of 
fancy cologne. But that didn't erase the 
terror eating at her insides. 
She turned over. 
Knowing that she shouldn't, that it 
could get her killed, she opened her eyes 
and saw ... 
othing, that's what she saw. 
Kandie threw back the satin sheets and 
climbed out of her bed in her Manhat-
tan apartment and hurried to the bath-
room and turned on the light to splash 
cold water on her face. That nightmare 
was twenty years old and thought to be 
long gone, but evidently she'd eaten the 
wrong thing at Johnny G's party, and 
her childhood psyclio issues were com-
ing back to haunt her. 
he peered into the mirror mash-
ing her nose up against the cold glass. 
The face that looked back at her was 
new and fresh. 
She had been born Elizabeth
DianeArwoodonApril 1st, 1974, in a 
little podunk town in Iowa whose name, 
to this day, she refused to say, know, or 
remember. Once she had escaped that 
Oat, backwoods, com-loving place she 
had changed her name and everything 
else to boot Kandie Marie Sparks had 
been born. She chose her name for the 
one thing when she was little she never 
got to have: candy. And candy was 
great So she became Kandie. 
And her nose, she had it chopped 
off. A tuck here and a tuck there had 
transformed her into a svelte knock-out, 
and if anybody in that podunk town 
ever showed up in glitzy Manhattan 
they would never know her not in a 
kazillion years. And that was the way 
she wanted it be new and fresh and 
sexy and powerful. 
She'd worked two jobs and gone 
to college on a scholarship given to poor 
kids sponsored by the com industry 
in 1-0-Way. So now Kandie Marie 
had a glamorous job as an advertising 
executive in a tall glass-encrusted office 
building that had one of the best views 
in the city, and she could prance in her 
designer clothes, flick back her color-
treated hair smile with her beautifully 
veneered teeth, and be on top of the 
world 
Yep, she might think in her head 
like the hick she was, but when the real 
world came awake, she became the 
ew Yorker that she was meant to be. 
Deciding against having anymore 
flashback-type nightmares, Kandie 
jumped in the shower and began her 
morning ablutions. Her coffee-maker 
was doing its thing, and the rich aroma 
of the gourmet coffee it was brewing 
was filling her apartment 
Dressed for the runway at Bryant 
Park, Kandie grabbed her stainless steel 
coffee mug and her Gucci handbag and 
rushed to the elevator in high anticipa-
tion mode. Today was the day. Today 
was going to be special. 
Kandie gathered her white 
Burberry trench coat tight about her 
neck trying not to mess up her brilliant 
auburn hair that she had curled and 
teased to perfection that bounced gaily 
like burnt sunlight around her pixie 
face. She faced the elements bravely 
ignoring the cold, wet wind slapping at 
her heels. othing was going to rain on 
her parade today, not the weather and 
certainly not her past She had on her 
favorite black Fendi pumps to prove it 
BenJarrettwas waiting for her at 
work. And no, there was no love interest 
d1ere, even though he had white-white 
teeth and enormous feet and looked 
and dressed like he just walked out of a 
GQad. The blonde Adonis had another 
agenda for her altogether. His fortune
500 company which sold oodles and oo-
dles of environmentally friendlysports 
wear was at the breaking point of mak-
ing a decision on whether to choose her 
for his next ad campaign for magazine
markets worldwide. Kandie had busted 
her tail to make him happy, spending 
night after night until three or four in 
the morning working and re-working 
her twist on marketing his clothing to 
the enviro-geeks that he was targeting 
She knew more about recycling earth 
friendly fibers, and degradation rates of 
decay than she ever wanted or needed 
to know. 
Kandie loved the chase of grab-
bing a new client, and a rich, sexy one 
was even higher on her list of things she 
wanted yesterday. 
Scampering through the growing 
puddles, she navigated the city streets 
av0iding touching any persons in her 
path. Next was public transport, and 
then onto the office. forty minutes and 
two professional phone calls later, she 
walked-out of the elevator and into her 
leather clad office. Her light was flashing
for voice mail messages. 
''It's him!" Her own whispered 
remark of joy startled herself THis was 
fun
4-2-8--9. She pressed her code to 
authorizeher voice mail box and began 
listening to her messages. That number; 
she thought absently, was the only thing 
that she had kept from her past That 
number had meaning, but she refused 
to think of that now when Ben Jarrett's 
money was walking her way. 
Sure enough, he'd left her a mes-
sage to call him on his cell phone. She 
puncl1ed in the numbers and eagerly, 
like a kid in a candy store, awaited his 
answer. 
'Jarrett here." He sounded an-
noyed, not a good sign. 
''Yes, Mr.Jarrett-this is Kandie 
Marie Sparks returning your call this
morning How are you today? Great, 
I hope? What can I do for you today?" 
TI1e words were cool and vague 
enough to sound helpful but not pushy, 
she hoped.Just tell me the golden 
' 'Mr. Jarrett?" 
"Oh, yes Kandie. My mind was 
elsewhere. I am very appreciative that
you called so early. The board has 
made a decision to proceed with the 
ad campaign you have so industriously 
created. Congratulations. however
before you get overexcited, I will have 
to tell you that the only way I could get 
their approval for your budget for this
media blitz you have prepared was to 
have a few stipulations that will have to 
be met by you personally. Some travel, 
some research and so forth. Maybe we 
can have lunch today and pound out 
the finer details of this deal?" 
Kandie's excitement made her 
sound breathless when she was trying 
to portray the epitome of professional-
ism. thank you for choosing my 
campaign. I agree lunch would be 
a fabulous idea." Kandie pried tl1e 
mangled phone cord out her right 
hand. She didn't need to kill the phone 
and disconnect tl1em before their plans 
were complete. 
"Great. How about that quaint 
little cafe; the one we used last time?" 
Kandie hated that cafe. "Wonder-
ful. Say about noon? Is that ok?" 
' oon is fine, Kandie. I look for-
ward to seeing you again, and thanks." 
The line went dead, and Kandie 
though it extremely rude not to let 
someone say good-bye in return, but 
what tl1e hay. He'd said the magic 
Placing tl1e phone back on its 
cradle and straightening out the 
demolished cord, Kandie's mind had 
gone into overdrive trying to imagine 
what conditions they would require to 
formally sign off on the ad agreement. 
for the next few hours she replayed the 
conversation back in her mind over and 
over and found several things he had 
said odd and off-kilter compared to her 
regular clients. The budget was far from 
being the most extravagant she had 
ever proposed, and never had she been 
told that she had personal obligations to 
meet. What could be considered part 
and parcel of the business deal and not 
be ... well, business? Maybe he was just 
a very strange duck. She hoped to Goel 
he wasn't an axe-murderer. She didn't 
have time for such nonsense. Well, she 
guessed she'd find out at luncl1. 
A before lunch drink, soup, salad, 
an appetizer shrimp cocktail, a roasted 
chickenbreast, double chocolate cheese-
cake, and after lunch coffee could be 
considered one woman's dream or 
anotl1er woman's nightmare. Right 
now tl1e word in big bold letters floating 
above her head in the clouds of her 
mind spelled -1-G-H-T-M-A-R-E. 
this wonderful, leisurely lunch
had turned into hell-flames, brimstone, 
and pitchforks. 
Where had her nice companion-
able Mr.Jarrett gone? Heaven knew 
where he was, because sitting in front of 
her was tl1e devil himself Kandie could 
have sworn when he had bent over to 
pick up his napkin he'd dropped on the 
floor she'd seen a ham peeking out of 
his hair-line. He was being unreason-
able and, had she not already been 
bragging to everyone at the office of her 
million dollar success, she'd have packed 
her ad sheets and hit tl1e pavement back 
to her office and her gorgeous view. 
She would love to be gazing out at tl1e 
clouds right this moment instead of 
wiggling like a dying dung beetle under 
Ben Jarrett's big fat ugly thumb. And 
that was where she was too! 
''Mr.Jarrett I really cannot fathom 
why any type of extensive travel will 
be necessary to market enviro sports
wear to New Yorkers and Denverites. 
Look where we live-New York. I am 
befuddled about this trip to the Midwest 
you're proposing What purJX>Se is it 
going to serve for you and me to go to 
this Shenandoah place?" 
' 'Kandie, as I have stated before, 
the owner of my company is very 
eccentric and set in his ways and only 
does business with people he considers 
'like him.' this is his way of testing tl1e 
waters about you and what you person-
ally stand for. We are not just buying 
your agency, we are also buying you. I 
have told him everything I have learned 
in my interactions with you, but he is 
not satisfied yet That is what this little 
jaunt is about" 
Agitation caused her voice to 
quiver A jaunt is not a two-week trip 
to Shenandoah, in my book. I cannot 
afford to be olf work the time, nor the 
salary I would surely lose to appease 
your boss." 
' 'Kandie, please do not take time 
or money into consideration about 
agreeing to this trip. My company, of 
course, would hire your services for 
those two weeks and pay your agency 
double your salary for those days away. 
This is an important decision for our 
company to spend millions and millions 
of dollars on advertising when we have 
always relied on word of mouth and 
referrals to sell our prcx:lucts." 
' 'I understand the seriousness of 
this decision you must make. But what is 
in Shenandoah that is so important that 
I stay there two weeks?" 
Mr.Jarrett's patronizing smile 
nearly killed her. She wanted to slap 
that grin right olf his handsome face. 
''Kandie, needless to say, I am not 
at liberty to disclose those plans until 
you arrive there next month. My only 
comment can be is that if you really 
wish to receive this ad agreement and 
our millions of dollars, you will show 
up as planned, where we want, when 
we want If you would rather have a 
conventional client, by all means tell me 
now, and I will send your regrets to the 
owner of our company, and we will try 
again with another agency." Ice dripped 
olf his lips, and Kandie knew she had 
pushed him too far. 
It was make or break time with 
this deal. Had he not emphasized the 
millions and millions part she would 
have told him to go catch a slow boat 
to China "Ok. I will agree, if I can get 
approval from my agency. But, where 
in the world is Shenandoah anyway. 
Virginia?" 
With a wry twist of the lips Ben 
Jarrett threw down a hundred dollar 
bill to cover the tab and grabbed his 
briefcase, pushing his chair in, not 
waiting for her pack up her presentation 
that he had forced her once more to 
summarize, ''My dear, why it's in Iowa, 
of course." With a salute from his brow 
he sauntered out the cafe revolving 
door before she had time to blink. Her 
daily journal for today would include, 
'Today was special. I saw the devil and, 
without a doubt, peeking from under 
his Armani dress suit jacket I saw a red 
forked tail swishing, back and forth, 
back and forth." 
Stuffing her presentation back into 
her leather bag she exited the cafe and 
decided to walk around the block to 
clear the cobwebs that were forming 
in her brain. She needed the cold air 
to revitalize her noggin into working It 
had went on strike right after the word 
''Iowa" had come out of Ben Jarrett's 
mouth. 
Kandie laughed as a dog-walker 
tied to her six mutts tried to trample her 
into the side of a light pole. Stepping to 
the left she hit a rough patch in the con-
crete sidewalk. Her Fendi pump flew 
one way and her body flew another. 
The next thing she knew her shoulder 
had hit the pavement and a trash truck 
was nigh on top of her head. She closed 
her eyes not wishing to see herself get 
smooshed and-BAM! The next thing 
she knew her legs flipped around and 
were lying upon the side walk, and her 
head was leaning up against the stupid 
green light pole. It happened so fast 
Kandie couldn't even use her gaping 
mouth to thank the guy that had jerked 
her to safety. 
Rolling her head around Kandie 
found a frighteningsight there was no 
one within fifty feet of her except for the 
dog-walker. And she was currently bent 
over gathering poo into a plastic bag 
Kandie was not stupid. Someone 
had saved her. She looked to the sky 
before she made an attempt to regain 
her feet The guy had to have wings. 
Right? 
Kandie lay back on the sofa with a 
cold washcloth pressed to her forehead 
and let the peace and quiet of her 
apartment repair some of the damage 
that had been inflicted upon her at 
lunch. Her incident with the pavement 
had puiposefully been forgotten. o 
one wanted to remember falling down 
and making an utter idiot of herself in 
public. 
Her mind went back to the 
Victorian seven-course meal. She still 
could not believe this horror story that 
was slowly enfolding before her. She 
did not believe in Dracula, aliens from 
outer space, or the Jeepers creepers dude 
(who made her sick at her stomach if 
by chance she surfed the TVchannels 
and happened upon a rerun). So what 
about that devil's tail she'd seen under 
Ben Jarrett's uit? Did she have a vivid 
imagination or what! 
Iowa How in all of the infinite 
places that she would have to travel for a 
client could she end up in Iowa? 
What was about as scary as the 
Jeepers Creepersdude was the Mapquest 
search she had performed on Shenan-
doah, I-0-Way. That little legend thingy 
that comes up on maps that tells you 
have far you're going for that little inch 
or two of line. That was longer than the 
distance between her destination and 
the podunk town whose name she re-
fused to say or even think or ever again. 
Too close. Scary close. She felt little rat's 
feet walking on her grave. 
Kandie badly needed this client 
Her aspirations were astronomically 
high. She wanted to branch out to open 
her own ad agency. Surely nothing as 
grandiose and awesome as where she 
worked now, but it would be hers, and 
it would be perfect this account could 
be the springboard for just such a move. 
Evidently they had a lot of capital just 
floating around; they were buying her 
weren't they? All she had to do was 
bring this account in and use her batting 
. eyelashes and silver tongue and run 
with it 
Ben Jarrett and his little triphad 
become a serious problem. 
Kandie feared very little. Unfortu-
nately, in her beginning years, there was 
little she had not experienced and most 
of it too horrible to even recall. Fear, 
right now, tasted like a metallic twang in 
the back of her throat that threatened 
to overwhelm her with its acidic bite. 
Podunk Iowa, was a place she had 
promised herself never to return, and 
getting within forty miles was to her no 
different
Again technology had assisted her 
butprovided little to assuage her reser-
vations about this crazy two-week trip
Shenandoah had com, radio stations, 
and seeds. one of those things sold 
enviro-friendly sports wear to nobody, 
nowhere, no how. She felt the doom 
looming over her like a dirty cloud of
well, dirt 
These old nightmares returning 
night after night were also making her 
freaking crazy. Kandie refused, for reli-
gious reasons if no other; to believe that 
coincidences were anything but dumb 
luck. God made a destiny for everybody, 
and she had changed hers. Her destiny 
couldn't be sending her back towards
the podunk town, could it? Or had 
her destiny fallen off the wagon and 
bumped its freaking head! 
What to do. What to do. She 
didn't know if those were questions or 
statements. 
She peered out from under the 
now cold washcloth and looked at the 
grandfather dock in the comer of the 
dining room. It was nearly midnight 
She desperately needed to get some 
shuteye. Maybe when she awoke in the 
morning all of this would be an insane 
dream. Reality couldn't be this mali-
cious and cruel. Destiny should be kind 
and considerate, and just get some bum 
off the street to put a bullet in her head 
and put her out of her misery. Podunk
had nearly killed her thirteen years ago, 
and getting within spitting distance of 
that hellhole did not bode well at all. · 
She lay her head back to the sofaagain. 
o, not at all. 
Scrolling down the interactive 
screen that was hooked to the back of 
the airline seat that was directly in front 
of her coach seat, Kandie triedto ward 
off the million thoughts swirling around 
in her head. o amount of arguing had 
gotten management at the ad agency 
to allow her the opportunity to tum 
down the lovely invite by Ben Jarrett, 
nor send someone in her stead. The ad 
agency wanted the account It would 
prove its mettle in gaining accounts 
that had proven to other agencies to be 
unattainable. 
Evidently Benjarrettwas more 
than just the rep. He was the one want-
ing to test her mettle. His family owned 
Eco Pure, Inc. That certainly had never 
come up in conversation. ot only was 
he part owner; but CEO and designer 
to boot He was superman. 
Kandie did not find anything 
about him super duper. 
He was going to meet her at the 
airport and drive her over to her hotel. 
A rental car had been vetoed. Eco 
Pure wanted hands-on treatment for 
this valuable trip Kandie was more 
worried about stepping her toe onto 
the tarmac in Iowa, than she was about 
riding with the devil to her hotel. The 
ride would fade away in her memory, 
just as all other mundane things do. 
That foot step would never; never leave 
her memory. Her stomach soured just 
thinking about it ow she wished she 
hadn't had that lilet of sole during her 
layover. Well, maybe she could puke on 
Ben Jarrett's shoes. That might make 
her a tiny bit more jovial, even though 
she doubted if 'jovial" ever could show 
up over the next two weeks. 
The flight ended smoothly. They 
did not crash and bum. ot burning, 
to her; was a good thing Grabbing her 
bags out of the overhead, she headed 
for the exit, dread making her sweat like 
the farm girl she used to be. But now 
she wasn't hoeing com, she was exiting 
down an airplane staircase going to 
meet her bloody doom. 
She stepped out into the bright 
unlight and wondered to God why 
they couldn't have exited off this plane 
into the terminal as most airports did 
But no, that would be too easy. The 
un kissed her face and the freezing 
air chased tl1e warm breath from her 
lungs. She was sweating and suffocating 
at the same time. Her heart was doing 
quadmple time, and she forced herself 
to start the descent down the staircase. 
What was she walking into? 
Surely this was a new nightmare, 
because the old ones whichhad 
returned had repeated themselves over 
and over the last few weeks. 
Those days she had used as an 
excuse not to leave right away, she 
had kept telling her agency she had 
loose ends to tie up with otl1er clients. 
Couldn't they understand? And all the 
added time had given her nothing but 
the willies and night sweats and night 
terrors creeping into her subconscious, 
gnawing on her brain like a starved 
rat Somebody was trying to tell her 
something She had never believed tl1at 
dreams meant anything But when 
memories turned themselves into 
dreams ... 
Her foot touchedthe asphalt, and 
a silent scream roared out the back of 
her throat She had returned home. 
Lounging like a sunning lizarf
preening in the sun, Ben Jarrett leaned 
up against the rail outside the entrance 
door at the outside terminal. How he 
had gotten past security without a ticket 
she couldn't care to guess. He was the 
devil, of course, and probably had his 
ways. 
Gentleman-like, he took her bags 
and kiS5ed her cheek. "Hello, beautiful. 
It's gocx:I to see that your flight arrived 
a little behind, or I wouldn't have made 
it to pick you up. Delayed, you know. 
How was the flight?" 
Kandie felt the damp residue left 
clinging to her right cheek. "Great I 
always consider my flight a success if 
I can walk away in one piece and still 
have my head attached to my shoul-
ders." Telling the truth seemed the best 
route as this point o sense oohing and 
ahhing rn,er every bloody thing that 
had happened. Ben Jarrett was after 
something and it wasn't the details of 
her boring flight 
"Come on then. We have a lot to 
do and a short time to do it in. follow
me, and I'll have you set up at the hotel 
in no time." 
following Ben Jarrett was no trial. 
Even though he was the devil didn't 
mean she couldn't appreciate some eye-
candy when she saw it He certainly was 
fine to look at Too bad he had a forked 
tail. She just couldn't bring herself to 
contemplate dating a guy that was after 
her soul. At this point in her life it just 
wouldn't do. 
He smiled rn,er his shoulder and 
she meekly followed, "I'm coming" All 
they way to the car she watched for his 
tail or a peek of a horn. o cigar. Was 
that gocx:I or bad? She dared to guess 
that she would soon find out 
Reaching the hotel, Ben Jarrett 
graciously carried her bags up to her 
room and started to leave. 
An addressed envelope on the side 
table caught her attention. She picked 
it up and her heart stopped beating: 
E.DA was written on the outside of the 
envelope. 
Elizabeth Diane Arwood. What in 
tl1e world? 
"Oh, Kandie ... Yes, I forgot to 
mention that
Kandie knew her moutl1 was 
opening and closing like a fish out of 
water, but her mind refused to make 
words come out 
'That is yours. I arranged for 
you to receive one, every day of your 
stay here in Iowa" He smiled and she 
wanted to karate chop himwhere the 
sun didn't shine. 
Her voice finally came to life, 
"Oh, really. Exactly what game are you 
playing?" 
Ben Jarrett just stood there, so like 
a man, and rolled his eyes heavenwards. 
'That is your Every Day Allowance. 
If you find it too small, please, by all 
means, tell me. I told you from the 
beginning we would cover all expenses 
for this trip.Just advise me if your 
petty cash expenses are more than the 
allowance, and I'll promptly increase 
it" Looking at his watch, he hurried 
towards the door "Catch a bite to eat 
without me. I've got something to take 
care of before tomorrow. I'll pick you 
up in the morning about 9:00. Don't 
belate." 
"O.K" But her words were 
muffled by the slamming hotel room 
door: The man's gentlemanly behavior 
was totally lacking on the leaving part 
for a minute there, Kandie had 
thought some sick wacko, or rather Ben 
Jarrett, had been pulling some kind of 
crazy game on her 
thank God for Every Day Allow-
ances. 
She could hear that it was morn-
ing: The caws from the crows were wak-
ing her up. She hated waking up. She 
opened her eyes and confusion flitted 
across her pupils. It was dark. Why were 
the crows calling? She peered through 
the darkness towards the window of 
her house, and sure enough, it was still 
dark. Seven pairs of beady little eyes 
peered back at her through tl1e dirty 
window as they sat perched on a branch 
that swayed in the wind. Her old quilt 
slipped down and the cold bit at her 
arms. The haze of sleep was strikingly
replaced by the horror as she heard the 
floor boards to the back of her creak. 
forget the crows; someone was standing 
beside her bed. The man had returned, 
and he was getting closer: With every 
breath she tried to breathe so quietly. 
The floor creaked And another creak. 
The crows were cawing again, calling to 
her telling her-Beware he's here! 
He was going to touch her She 
could feel it 
A scream erupted from her throat 
and its loudness startled her awake. 
Kandie jerked up in bed to find herself 
tied up in her sterile hotel room sheets. 
They were nigh stranglingher o won-
der she'd had another nightmare. 
The life of Elizabeth Diane Ar-
wood was coming back to haunt her 
Kandie didn't want to be 
reminded about the events of her past, 
especially now that she was a stone's 
throw from where that white frame 
house she grew up in had once stood 
Catching the time on the digital 
clock beside her bed, she snuggled back 
down into the covers. She had plenty 
of time for another snooze. She didn't 
worry about having the nightmare 
again. The only time it made her afraid 
was right after it was over: Because she'd 
lived that nightmare years ago, she 
could tell tl1e tale. 
But she wondered why her dream 
had changed Why had she heard the 
cawing of the crows? They had never 
entered her dreamland before. They 
were not based on any reality that she 
could remember 
Why had the crows been calling 
out to her? 
It was a question that would come 
back to haunt her later 
Ben Jarrett had picked her up 
promptly at 9:00 a.m. She'd showered 
and primped and eaten breakfast at the 
hotel restaurant They'd had sausage 
links; that made a gocx:I breakfast Now 
I Yuko, No. 2 honorable mention mixed media 
Ma1a Savic 
after he'd swept her away into com cow1try, she gazed
down at her hands one more time and was amazed at the 
contraption she was holding, holding under duress she 
might add. It was a camera. This was evidently a photo 
shoot, and some lunatic had elected her as thephotogra-
pher. She didn't qualify for this job. 
''Ben Jarrett, I don't know what you've been told. 
But a photographer, I am not You need a professional. I 
am a 
loose cannon when it comes to taking pictures. You'll be 
luckyif one shot is dear. I have never had a teady hand." 
Again thatwicked little smirk sunshine, just aim
tl1e damed thing and press thebutton on the top. We are 
not looking for anythinghere but a concept When we do 
the real shots you can bring in the fancy lady that you had 
listed on your resources page of theproposal. Until then
I've gotyou. ow start taking pictures, will you please?" 
mockingbird page 36 
Kandie, never one to overlook 
a challenge, began snapping pho-
tos. They were out in the middle of 
nowhere Shenandoah, Iowa, and the 
only thing in the backdrop of this flat
and ugly scenery was a radio tower. An 
ugly steel one. 
She aimed the camera at the 
clothes Ben Jarrett had laid out at odd 
angles on a few square bales of straw 
that he had borrowed from the farmer 
who owned the property where they 
had set up shop for the day. Click, click. 
Click, click. Kandie, undaunted by her 
lack of experience, finished out eight 
rolls of film before she demanded some 
sustenance. She hated being hungry. 
Unbelievably Ben Jarrett brought 
out a picnic basket, and Kandie 
thoroughly enjoyed every delightful bite 
of the gourmet repast someone had 
expertly packed for them, including 
a bottle of wine that they finished off 
before starting again. 
The wine mellowed her out 
That was when Ben Jarrett opened 
his mouth and said, ''Kandie, let me go 
get some of the props for the next series 
of shots." 
' :,\ll right Do I need to come and 
carry anything?" She'd do anything 
to get this shoot over with and quickly. 
Grabbing the camera, she got ready to 
go at it again. 
' o, I have everything in hand." 
Ben Jarrett plodded off to the minivan 
they had arrived in and opening the 
back brought out several big brown 
bags. Dropping them down to the 
ground he began sorting through the 
items. TI1ere were hats and belts and 
a few pieces of jewelry. From another 
bag he pulled out some vintage-looking 
items. He had an old lantern, a mirror, 
and a number of smaller household 
objects. But Kandie was o.k. with all of 
that, until he brought out the bell. 
The thing was old, you could tell. 
In fact, it looked perfectly ancient It had 
a dull silver patina and was half the size 
of a ten-gallon hat 
Ben Jarrett saw her fixed look and 
replied, "Great piece of history, don't 
you think? It's probably over a hundred 
years old. Want to hold it?" He held 
the bell out towards her, and Kandie 
jumped back as if she was bitten. 
' o. Thank you The words 
came out of her mouth, but from 
where she couldn't tell. 
Ben Jarrett's enthusiasm was lost 
on her. ''Here, look at this great inscrip-
tion." 
Kandie's hands shook, and she 
dropped the freaking camera ' o. 
Thanks." Kandie heard the bell ringing, 
tolling like a hammer beating on her 
brain. 
Kandie was all too familiar with 
the bell and the freaking inscription. 
4-2-8-9. The bell had sat in her family's 
living room in the comer for years. Her 
whole clan had wondered where it had 
come from and how it had gotten into 
the comer of their living room. And 
if she wasn't forty miles from Podunk, 
Iowa ... Sure enougl1 she was staring 
straight at that old bell. 
forgetting the fallen camera, 
Kandie dropped her butt down onto 
the ground and collapsed. What was 
going on? Her life was going to hell in a 
handbasket 
First her real life nightmares 
had started playing every night in her 
dreams, then an angel had pulled her 
out from under a trash truck, then she'd 
been forced back to Iowa, her initials 
had been plastered on an envelope in 
her hotel room scaring the bejeepers 
out of her, and now her voice mail pass-
code sat staring back at her on the back 
of a childhood relic. 
Her mind was going Any moment 
the guys in the white suits would arrive 
to pick her up. She lay back on the 
ground and just stared up into the sky. 
She didn't have anything else better to 
do. 
''Kandie?" Ben Jarrett leaned 
over and felt her forehead. ''Honey, are 
you o.k.? Did something that you ate 
make you ill?" He gazed down at her in 
concern. 
''BenJarrett,just tell me one thing, 
and I'll be satisfied. Ok?" 
'What, Kandie?" He pulled her 
up into his lap and was rubbing her 
arms. He was acting awfully friendly all 
of a sudden. 
''Why did you approach me out of 
all the ad execs at my agency. I was told 
you specifically asked for me. Had you
reviewed some of my work?'' 
Ben Jarrett smiled, no horns that 
she could see on his forehead, and 
answered. ' ow that is the strangest 
thing My family moved here about 
five years ago to get away from the big 
city and to connect back to our roots. 
Our ancestral tree points to here. I 
bought that bell I was showing you and 
crammed up inside it was an article, 
from a ew York newspaper about a 
recent ad campaign you had created for 
a local school I did the research right 
then and there, called your agency up, 
and made an appointment Have to say, 
I have yet to be disappointed in you or 
your work
Kandie's mind tumbled around, 
going in a million directions. 
'Who did you buy the bell from?" 
Kandie did not care that she was asking 
another question. 
'Why, from your father, of course." 
Ben Jarrett grinned as if he had just 
m,ealed some grand practical joke. 
"My father?" She held her breath 
waiting for a response. 
''Yes, your father. At least he said 
he was your father when I asked him 
about the article. He was right proud 
of you He told me of the many nights 
he would come into your bedroom and 
watch over you He said you were the 
most precious thing to him in the whole 
world." 
''BenJarrett, I know you'llthink 
this crazy. But who is my father?'' 
''He said his name was Vmcent 
Crowe. How can you not know the 
name of your own father?" His 
beautiful blue orbs held concern in their 
churning depths. 
Kandie had often wondered who 
had come into her bedroom late at 
night when her father Danny Arwood, 
had beaten her momma up and gone 
off on a drunk for days on end. The 
name Vmcent Crowe she knew well. 
He had been the man who lived beside 
them so many years ago. She hadn't 
seen him since the night her daddy had 
clubbed her momma to death in the 
pantry and Kandie had run off to live 
with a distant aunt 
Kandie looked at the bell and 
heard the caw of a crow. Kandie 
couldn't guess how Mr.Crowe had dis-
covered that Kandie Marie Sparks had 
once been Elizabeth Diane Arwood, 
but the bad dreams had turned out to 
be a blessing in disguise. 
Kandie jumped to her feet, ener-
gized for the first time in weeks. ''Let's 
go see my father." 
pulled him along towards the minivan 
and knew for a certainty he had no 
horns or tail or pitchfork. 
He was eye candy. 
She might actually think about 
sampling some of that 
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Yellow electrical tape holds together my toilet seat 
If I say this in the beginning, you may find it laughable and 
lose respect for the rest of my words. 
If I say this later after a few lines, you may think it deep and 
curious and find yourself wondering for days 
about d1e true meaning of d1e statement 
If I say this at the encl, you may feel it is a metaphor for 
my life and decide that it means my life is held 
together with small hope and that the yellow is 
my own fragility. 
If I say this to my landlord, it would simply be another 
deduction of my deposit 
honorable mention HIV Baby Rattle mixed media -Seth Amal 
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This is the storyof a dog with 
which I have come to terms But I need 
to work up to him, so I'll start at the 
beginning 
You might not think of Tampa, 
F1oricla, as the pinnacle of civilization. 
either do I. When I look back on my 
home there in 2007, some decidedly 
uncivilized images come to mind-the 
ubiquitous pink and purple neon of 
strip club signs, gaudy clusters of shops 
in Spanish-tiled strip malls, six-lane 
daytime drag strips-indeed, that 
multitasked word "strip" seems to sum 
up the whole plac seen through a 
choking, blanching haze of heat And 
ninety minutes from Mickey Mouse. 
111e city is like a bitter, covetous Gulf 
Coast understudy for Orlando's role as 
the Qµeen of Kitsch. 
And so, in July of 2007, I traded 
Tampa in for the civilization of Johnson 
City, Tennessee. I packed all my earthly 
possessions (with room to spare) into my 
Honda hatchback and got myself onto 
1-75 north, headed for the South. 
I wasn't without reservations. 
What would life be like there? A 
workmate back home, upon learning 
I planned on moving to Tennessee to 
live with my girlfriend Cate, had asked 
sincerely, ''Does she wear shoes?" I 
knew she did, generally. But what other 
sorts of wildness might be in store? 
Would hillbillies and animals wander up 
to me out of the mountains? Should I 
be packing my musket? 
By 2008, all my fears had been 
quelled. Johnson City turned out to be 
as civilized as anyplace. At its center it 
was another homogenous city. I took 
great comfo1t at the sight of McDon-
ald's and Wendy's. And behind every-
thing towered the Appalachians, more 
like a painted backdrop now than a 
wilderness; the stores on State of Frank-
lin, the ETSU campus, all the brilliant 
professors Cate introduced me to at din-
ner parti these constituted the real 
Johnson City. those quaint mountains 
had been added as an afterthought, to 
lend the place a sense of local color. No 
animals would be wandering out of 
such tage props to attack me. 
Onenight,whilelhyupstairs 
reading an article in the new yorker
I heard something outside, baying 
Baying? I thought And not out in the 
mountains somewhere, bu it 
possible? our back door. 
I was alone in the house. o 
animal in my F1orida experien ot 
the snowy egret, nor the blue heron, 
nor the bottlenose dolp d ever 
bayed. Armed with nothing but a half-
empty wineglass I crept downstairs to 
investigate
I flung the door open and caught 
the thing in mid-howl, its hideous head 
thrown back, its forepaws on the seat 
of one of our phstic deck chairs. It 
topped its caterwaul at the sound of 
squealing hinges, its ears thrust up, 
hyena-like. Our eyes met 
ow, this was no dog I knew what 
dogs were supposed to look like. Cate 
had two, an American pit bull terrier 
and an American bulldog, both of 
them handsome, noble animals, sleek-
coated and picturesque as if they had 
tepped right from the glossy pages of 
an AKC Gazette. I had known dogs; 
dogs had been friends of mine. Dingo, 
you were no dog 
It hopped down from the chair and 
approached me and my brandished 
wineglass. 
Scram I shouted at the Appala-
chian fiend, slamming the door before 
it couid strike. And then, through the 
shut door; I added, "Go back to hell!" 
But when the howling recommenced 
a moment later I sifted through my 
imagination for a term that might be 
understandable to a Tennessee moun-
tain demon. I reopened the door a 
crack and managed a feeble, "Git!" 
this was my first meeting with 
Ramon, our Australian Blue Heeler 
puppy. Cate's son had just inherited 
him from an ex-girlfriend, who had, in-
explicably, picked him up at the pound. 
Years before, this same wood nymph ex 
had flitted into the family's life bearing a 
pit bull puppy and had flitted back out 
again to whatever foothills such sprites 
inhabit 
Ramon. Even his name doesn't fit 
· he's an Aussie for God's sake. His coat 
is wiry, mottled gray and dun, with big 
blackspots like spilled motor oil His 
tongue lolls from the side of his muzzle. 
everything about hin1 is unfocused, 
everything clashes. His most striking 
feature is his eyes, one brown, the other; 
milky blue. To gaze into those eyes is to 
feel oneself slipping toward madness. 
Australian Blue Heelers are the 
spastic love children of primitive collies, 
Dalmatians and dingoes. 111ey are so 
active and distractible as to appear pos-
sessed. They were bred to herd cattle; 
however; if you haven't got cattle, cats 
will do. But Ramon is no workaholi 
he also knows how to party. When the 
sun goes down, he frequently stares at 
the cats with those mismatched David 
Bowie eyes of his and, whining with 
longing, tries desperately to climb up 
and join them wherever they sit We've 
come to the conclusion that Ramon's 
interest in cats may not be completely 
platonic
It's taken some adjusting for me, 
this move to Johnson City. The accents 
are foreign, and so are the values. 
However; I sometimes need to remind 
myself that, like Ramon, I am the 
weirdo newcomer; I am the outsider. 
An Australian dog with a Spanis11 name 
doesn't get to call others "foreign," and 
neither do I. 
So Ramon and I have found 
common ground. We understand each 
other: we were both baying to be let in. 
I can hope only it goes tllis smoothly 
with the next newcomer to the pack. 
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Reading Beckett: A Fragment 
CAST
a professor
female student
malestudent I 
malestudent r #2 
samuelBECJ<E"IT 
Scene. play opens onto a classroomjust be.fore theinstructorhas come It is The
beginning ofthenew yearstudents' face wait with anticipation 
to str1 whatthearrivalof the professor will mean to their academic 
careers
professor enlers stage left througha door sporting r,m,vbqy boots and jeans
she smiles adoringly at her pupils malestudent I nords
app,Wlllf!i:)i all etesgravitate toward theprofessor she looks 
around theroom takes out index cards and passes them out she
mechanically writeson the boardher instructions she prints in block 
letters how areyou
malestudent # I Why doesn't she say something? 
male student #2 I'm not sure. Perhaps she is deaf
male studentsr # I I think you mean, mute, moron! 
professor passes a notefrom her folder to thefemalestudent and
then writeson the boardread the femalestudent then
commences to read aloud.] 
femalestudent ' ow students I am a fervent aclmirer of 
absurdist playwright Samuel Beckett. Right? Mr. Beckett 
tead1es that less is more. How can one function the 
same after being maimed and crippled experiencing d1e 
honors of war? How can one view d1e world wid1 the 
same gaze again after the atomic bombs were unleashed
on humanity? Therefore, I have taken a vow of silence 
in honor of my liege. there was of course, d1e usual 
griping among fellow faculty members, but they are not 
me. They do no not possess my aforementioned affection 
or admiration for Mr. Beckett. I have been silent these
sixteen years in respect for my beloved. All instructions 
will be written on d1e board. I expect you to engage in 
spirited dialogue about our beloved Teacher. open 
your books and turn to Krapp's Last Tape. It is my pleasure 
to be your facilitator in obtaining a higher knowledge of 
all things Samuel Beckett." [ female student returns note
to the PROFESSORand tums to themale students that's all it said. 
MALESTUDENT # 1 This is absurd... how do you expect 
PROFESSORputs her fingerto her lips in theall-knowingsign to shut up and 
then writeson the board Someone will read Krapp someone slof}! 
directions, and theotherKrapp on tape"' The studenls raise their hands 
as shepoints to each characterou!lined on the board. Studenls read their
designated parts MALESTUDENT # 1 is Krapp MALE STUDENT 
#2 is SlofJ! Directi.ons, and FEMALESTUDENT is Krapp on Tape; 
once the word''banana" is uttered we hear an indecipherable moan
coming from the PROFESSOR whowrites on theboard"Phallic 
Symbol
MALESTUDENT #2 I wonder what that means? 
MALESTUDENT# 1 [Rolling eyesand bonking STUDENT#2 on thehead] 
It means click! You imbecile! 
FEMALESTUD NT That's not a nice word. You should apologiz.e. 
MALE STUDENT# I [Looks at herscornfully I'm sure it's nothing our 
illustrious Beckett wouldn't say, in fact-
[Heis cutoff by thePROFESSORwhowrites on theboard.· ''Rule #1: never
defame the Name ofSamuelBeckett and heshall be addressed as 
Samuel Beckett or Mr. Beckett
MALE STUDENT #2 I'm confused! 
MALE STUDENT # 1 You stay confused ... this is a pile of shit 
Look, Samuel Beckett isn't God." 
The PROFESSORwrites on theboard "Merde!MALE STUDENT # 1 
moves uncomfortably in his chair as thePROFESSORpoints to the book; 
thestudents recommmce theplay. .. suddenly off slof}! left the door 
.flies open and a regal looking man with salt and peppered hair enters
theroom with a sullen expression He moves to the center of the room
Suddenly the PROFESSORis grabbing at his ankles, and hedrags
her across theroom still tightly gripped.He pries her hands looseand 
stands befre theclass. the PROFESSORstands half hunched, mouth 
open agape, staring adoringly at themantransfixed
SAMUELI  BECKETT In case you didn't guess, I am Samuel Beckett. 
Understand? Good. ow . .. you have been reading my 
play all wrong 
FEMALESTUDENTHow should we be reading it, sir? 
SAMUEL BECKKTT Well, didn't your professor here instruct you? 
the PROFESSORtries to touch Beckett again, and heslops herhand 
scoldingly and she backs off ''Enough o' d1at, now
MALESTUDENT#2 Our professor hasn't said a word all day. 
SM SAMUELB CKETT Hmm ... ordinarily this would not be a 
problem, but in thiscase how can one instruct without
instructing? There is no 'd1ere' d1ere, you know what I 
mean? 
the PROFESSORbegin to cryand backs offonto thefloor in a corner unab;e to 
handle her enwtions.] 
MALESTUDENT# I Weirdo! 
MALESTUDENT#2 You can say that again! 
SAMUELBECKETT ow, class, go easy on your professoi: I think
she means well, even if she takes things a bit too literally. 
uncontrollable sobs heardfromPROFESSOR
FEMALE STUDENTMaybe I should go to her
SAMUELBECKETT that will be a good idea, Miss ... now let's 
tum our attention back to d1e play. You [Points to MALE 
STUDENT#2], I want you to read for Krapp .. . now let's 
begin again. 
the twomale students beg.n to read again as audibly muffledsobs areheardin 
the background the twoboys read over the banana partagain.] 
MALE STUDENTr #2 "Spool." [ sounds frombackgroundheard
SAMUELBECKETT Yes! That's it. .. again! 
MALESTUDENT#2 "Spool." sounds start becoming louderfromthe
background
SAMUELBECKETTAgain! 
MALESTUDENT#2 "Spool." 
PROFESSORfrom the background Ahhhhhhhhhh
[All tum and look witlz confusedgrimacesat thecrumpledPROFESSOR
FEMALESTUDENT I think it' when he says "spool." 
PROFESSOR']\hhhhhhhhhh." 
SAMUELBECKETTFascinating ... "Spool." 
PROFESSORAhhhhhh .... Yes! Yes! Yes! YES! 
[All student.s laugh
SAMUEL BECKETTAll right, class. That's enough of that. You ... 
Professor; come here! [ PROFESSORrises and with a startraces
towardBeckett.] o . . . hands to yourself now. 
MALESTUDENT#2 I think the Professor has a crushon Mr. 
Beckett. 
MALESTUDENT# 1 sarcastically You think? 
MALE STUDENT#2: Yeah! MALE STUDENTr # l rolls eyes
SAMEUALBECKETT ow, what your professor is feeling is perfectly 
natural. In fact I developed a crushonce on a character I 
created .... She had a beautiful mouth. 
MALE STUDENT#2 Really? Did you kiss her? 
MALESTUDENT# l Do you have to be this stupid, dude? It was a 
cl1aracter. He said he created it. 
SAMUELBECKETT Nownow ... I would have kissed her, but she
had an incredibly large mouth. PROFESSOR looks on ... 
angrily alarmed
FEMALESTUDENTr [ whispers tofellow studenls.] I think sl1e is jealous! 
MALESTUDENT# l Imagine, to be jealous of a mouth. 
MALE STUDENT#2 A BIG mouth. 
MALE STUDENT# l Oh, wow, how could I have forgotten. 
SMAUELBECKETT ow, Professor, listen. You can't love me. You 
can't even crush on me. By reason of rationality I should
not even be here. In fact none of us are here. We are all 
dead Do you understand? 
MALE STUDENT#2 Well, I don't. .. how come you are here then? 
SAMUEL[UEL BECKETTWell, how I got here is unimportant Why I 
am here is simple to educate you students in how to read 
my work. Most people never understand my work, let 
alone learn how to read it properly. However, I am here to 
make sureyou lot learn the correct techniques. And, first 
of all, Professor, you may speak. 
PROFESSORAhhhhhhh .... FUCK! Man, I have wanted to say 
that for years! 
[ students look ateach othershocked
S.'\i\ SAMUELBECKETT Well, class, if you haven't spoken in sixteen 
years I imagine a swear word or two would have come 
acrossyour mind from time to time ... It's like I always 
said, "if you are up to your neck in shit all you can do is 
sing" 
MALESTUDENTr #2 I'm confused again. 
FEMALESTUDENT Yeah, me too! 
SMAUEL BECKETThat's the point But, we will take this slow ... 
where were we? "Spool." 
PROFESSOR Ahhhhhhhhhhh. 
[Fm.] 
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Editor's Note 
Adam PactonEditor
What is the Mockingbird What unifies the maga-
zine? I pondered these questions when I became editor 
of the magazine and I continued to wonder throughout 
the year When the magazinewent into production, it 
became clear that the Mockingbird is a reflection of the 
community that gives rise to i ent, industry, and 
diversity are the hallmarks of both the magazine'spieces 
and the ETSU student-body. The works in this volume
clearly embody these characteristics, and it has been an 
honor and a pleasure to bring them together. 
I would like to thank the editorial staff- April, 
Bethany, Brittany, Caitlin, lsrael, Jeff and 
Richard-for their help at every stage in the publica-
tion process. Thanks as well tothe literary jurors for the 
expert appraisal of the submissions Special thanks to theto the 
production team for their aesthetic and organizational
talents. finally thanks to Dr. Holmes for all his answers 
and assurances
literary Juror Bios 
Richard rose Drama 
Rick Rose is Producing Artistic Director for Barter 
Theatre. Rick has his Master of Fine Arts in Theatre 
Directing and Design from the University of California at 
Davis and his Bachelor of Arts from St orbert College 
in DePere, Wisconsin where he was recently honored 
with a ''Distinguished AchievementAward in Humani-
ties." His post-graduate work was at New York Uni-
versity, and he has worked for theJuilliard School Rose
has brought Barter into the international spotlight with 
international exchanges, ew York productions, and the 
premieres of new works. He is the founder of Barter's 
Appalachian Festival of playsand playwrightswhich has 
garnered national recognition. Rick has directed, choreo
graphed, designed, and/ or written over l 00 producnons 
at Barter Theatre. 
Bland simpsonnon-fiction
Bland Simpson, UNC Chapel Hill Bowman & 
gordon Gray Distinguished Term Professor of English 
and Creative Writing, is also a pianist and longtime mem-
ber of the Tony Award-winning Red Clay Ramblers. 
He has been a collaborator on such musicals as Diamond 
Studs, King Mackerd, and Kud.w.. Simpson is the author of 
The Great Dismal, Ghost Ship ofDiamond Shoals into the Sound 
sountry and the Inner Islands, with photography by his 
wife, Ann Cary Simpson. Simpson received the orth 
Carolina Award in Fine Arts, the state's highest civilian 
honor, in 2005. 
Marlyn Kallet poetry
Marilyn Kallet is the author of 14 books, including 
CirceAfterhours poetry from BkMk Press/University of 
Missouri, and Last lovepoemsofPaul, Eluard, translations 
from Black Widow Press Her collected poems, Packing 
light will be out from Black Widow Press in January, 
2009. Her poetry blog can be found athttp://www. 
redroom.author / marilyn-kallet Dr. Kallet holds a 
Lindsay Young Professorship at the University of Tennes-
see, where she directed the creative writing program for 
seventeen years. 
SybilBaker, Fiction
Sybil Baker earned her MFA in Writing from the 
Vermont College of Fine Arts. She spent twelve years 
teaching in South Korea prior to accepting a position 
as an Assistant Professor of English at the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga. Her fiction and essays have 
appeared in numerous journals including, most recently, 
two short stories, ''Dog House" in the anthology And 
Books)and 'Tempo" 
writing by earby Ear (MotesBooks). Her novelth life plan will 
be published by Casperian Books in early 2009._She has a 
blog on writing, teaching, and travel at her website www. 
sybilbaker:com. 
Art Juror Bio 
Jeffrey W. Allison, Art Juror 
Jeffrey W Allison is the Paul Mellon Collection 
Educator and the coordinator of Statewide Programs 
at the virginia Museum of Fine Arts. He also teaches 
Advanced Photography in the Museum's Studio School 
program. Prior to coming to the Museum, Allison served 
as Director of Special Projects and taught Photography 
at virginia lntermont College. He has also taught at East 
Tennessee State University, virginia Commonwealth 
University, VirginiaHighlands Community Collegethe
visual Arts Center of Richmond, and the William King 
Regional Arts Center. Allison has also served as the Di-
rector of the Art Services Networka non-profit statewide 
organization focusing on individual artists. 
In addition to a decorated teaching career, Allison 
has curated a number of exhibitions including Southern
Kin Photographs by S. F.u!J!l1e Wall They Call it Stormy Weather
How Artists Paint the Weather and The Seasons; Facesat the Races: 
&fume Culture in Virginia Through Different qes: The Facesof
Povertyin Virginia Unbroken Circle Unto the Generation and A 
Horse ofCourse VMFA

